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G'day groovers, your editor here (hence the heading "Editorial"),
feeling pretty blue about the
winter weather - that time of the year when one
is filled with an urge to part with the earth, but
the atmosphere has other ideas. It's been (oh
God, I'm getting the shakes) ages since I had a
good fly - how about you?
In my last editorial I said that I didn't think
trikes should be included in the H.G.F.A.
Let
me elaborate. As I see it we have three choices
- We can ignore Trikes, we can accept them into
the H.G.F.A. or we can urge them to form some
sort of regulation of their own. Of these three
choices the last is the one that seems most logical to me, as both the other alternatives would
have reverberations. If there were some sort of
-Trike comittee set up in close liason with the
H.G.F.A., the problem of their having no regulation would be solved, and there wouldn't be too
many whinges from purists like myself who think
that hang gliding is totally unique. Anyway, mine
is only one view among many, so if you want this
problem resolved in anything like a democratic
way, write in and let everyone know what you
think.
I've heard some vicious rumours that there are
pilots amongst our ranks who have been taking
great photos and NOT sending t hem in to SKYSAILOR.
The very idea is horrifying. If you've
got some good photos, please send them in, and
you should feel free to write an article or caption to go with them. I know some of you are
thinking, "I'll never see my lovely pictures again
if I do that", but if you write your full name
and address on the back of each and every
photo, I PROMISE to return them to you in mint
condition. Black and white photos are ideal, but
colour is fine as long as it's reasonably clear and
doesn't have too much red in it, (red turns out
black in the reproduction). Size is no problem,
but if you think your picture is of cover quality
a to'x 8' is the best size. All you artists out
there better get drawing too - in black ink and
of any size. The magazine and myself will be
eternally grateful if anyone takes notice of this
paragraph.

INSIDE PHOTOS : Gavin Gilmour, Adam

-

Hunt, Hodne y Bernard, Martyn
Yeomans
GRAPHI CS & ILLUSTRATIONS

Anyway, my lack of good flying has left me in
a rather uninspired frame of mind, so I'll put an
end to this verbal diarrhoea and wish you all
better luck with the weather than I've been having.

Chris South, Rolph Muller,
T revor Pearson, Geoff Martin

Chunky thermals to one and all.

LAYOUT & DESIGN : Geoff r-Iartin,

Geoff

Chris South, Avril Crai ghead,
Rolph Muller

P.S.
Hope you li k ed the b a c k pa g e
spread of S teve ~l oyes over the
top in heavy cloud a t S tanwell
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~_ Sa f e y
Well, I have received no accident reports in the past month,
so I suppose everyone took my
request seriously and didn't have
any accidents .... No, I can't believe that.
But in the absence of accident
reports, I may as well tell you
all a story which could easily
have been an accident report.
A few weeks ago, I took off
from
Mt.
Blackheath
on
a
rather stable day, for a pleasant glide to the landing area.
I arrived, after flying through
some heavy sink, with about
three or four hundred feet to
spare.
The spot had been set up in the
long, skinny paddock that runs
toward the house and, despite
its being a slightly tricky area
to approach, I have landed there
many times before and was confident in my ability to hit the
spot.
My confidence, coupled
with my exuberance at being airborne over such a sublime landscape prompted me into one of
the silliest acts of my flying
career.
Pushing the nose of the Probe
upwards and fa11lng stupidly into
a dive at the poplars had
already proved too easy, so I
leveled out, rolled, and Jushed
out Into a crisp little 90 bank

It all
over the damn dam.
worked so well that I completely forgot the imminent peril of
the groping eucalyptus grove
and gracefully rolled out Into a
smooth
reversal,
planning to
level out near the spot for an
easy touchdown.
But although
I had forgotten the carnivorous
flora on the eastern boundary,
the trees had not forgotten me
.... I pushed out and banked up
into my reversal.
My nose
plate was rotating diagonally upwards,
flashing
passed
the
amazed
faces
of
the open
mouthed pilots who had landed
earlier. Then the sky appeared,
bright green..... GREEN?!!! .... OH
NO! THE TREES!! Faced with
the prospect of a high speed
chlorophyll injection, I cranked
wildly Into an ungainly reverse
bank and found myself flying
tailwind towards a house I had
never seen before, with the
trees on my left and power
lines on my right.
My only
advantage was that the wild
manoeuvering had left me with
quite a bit of airspeed, which
I used to climb into a quick 180
which had me facing back Into
the wind, and toward the landing paddock.
I now had the
power lines below my left wing
tip, and the trees close by on
my right. Just w add a little
extra spice to the situation,
upon reaching the landing paddthe power lines take a
ock,

Top :. andin G at Cooplicurripa

sharp turn to the right, directly across my glide path. I had
no choice but to fly under
them, so I stayed in prone and
dived at a spot directly under
the wires.
I levelled out at
about two or three feet and,
when I was sure I had cleared
them, burned off some speed by
turning right and ground-effecting toward the spot. I missed
by about 10 metres.
As
said earlier, there was
potential here for quite a few
accident reports.
I don't quite
know what I was thinking of
when I rolled into that first
wingover, but I reckon that it
was a pretty daft thing to do.
I think that overconfidence had
a lot to do with It. I have
been flying quite a bit of late,
with about forty hours flying so
far this year. Much of that flybeen
freestyle-type
ing
has
stuff, and a momentary lapse
allowed me to forget that I was
not on the coast. The absence
of ridge lift resulted in me losIng more height than I expected, putting me on a collision
course for the trees.
Another
important
lesson
is
that, when faced with a crash
situation, you should NEVER,
EVER, GIVE UP. Even if you
aren't lucky enough to completely retrieve the situation, you
can always do something to
improve your chances of survival.
Always remember that
human beings have evolved with
amazing powers in reserve, and
these powers are there to save
your life in a crisis situation.
Remember that you are, or
should be, in control of your
wing - not the other way round.
In the particular case of having
to cross power lines, if you are
faced with a choice of flying
over or under them, it is generally wiser to opt for flying
under them. Stay in prone; as
this gives you better clearance,
as well as more precise control;
and dive at a spot on the
ground directly below the closest strand, levelling out as low
as you dare. Remember that a

fully assembled hang glider is
at least ten feet tall, and some
rural power lines are as low as
fifteen from the deck. If your
course is obstructed by bushes
or anything else under the lines,
you may be forced to find a soft
place to crash.
DON'T under
any circumstances, attempt to
fly over power lines unless you
are sure you will clear them by
at least thirty feet.
So there it is.
This is what
happens when you don't send in
accident reports: your poor old
Safety Director has to go out
and make them himself.
See ya,
Christophe.

WARNING
on Downtubes
By N.S.W. Safety Director,
Forrest Park
I was recently told a disturbing story of a pilot
trying to avoid the cost of new downtubes for
his glider by making his own from aluminium
bought from an aluminium retailer.
I have yet to verify if the story is true, but it
is feasable, so I will continue.
First of all, there are various grades of aircraft
aluminium but which grade is correct for your
glider?
An aluminium retailer cannot advise
which is correct as he will not know anything
of the stresses imposed on the airframe.
Even if he guesses the right one, he won't have
it as only hang glider manufacturers are allowed
to purchase it and sell it, either themselves or
through their own retailers.
If you are "fortunate" enough to get the right
type of material, do you have the right diameter
and wall thickness? Also, has it been extruded
or drawn from the dye in the correct method for
hang gliders?

Modern gliders have a far higher aspect ratio
than early gliders and give the downtubes a lot
more work load to cope with.
You may have been able to get away with your
home made downtubes on early gliders, but no
longer. It's simply not worth it. Get the right
stuff . as you cannot allow "the benefit of the
doubt" in hang gliding.
If you are bending too many down tubes I would
suggest you try some additional coaching as it
would be cheaper and wiser in the long run!
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by Pat Finch

Nothing like a regular 25 hours
per year there!

Only the guy put me in the front aluminium
irrigation pipe and
cockpit.
Not quite
like the polythene in 1963 and flew by
back.
The Tiger was sort of hanging from their armpits, maksmaller than I remembered. Oh, ing flights of 200 yards and 30
well, I guess the old gradually feet height. It looked like fun.
So, as I worked for a Research
shrivel up.
Establishment, I went to the libAnyway the guy got us off the rary and I dug up information on
ground
and
away
from
the Rogallo wind tunnel test data
'drome, and invited me to finger done by NASA. With what seemthe joystick. When nothing un- ed optimum proportions extracttoward seemed to happen, he ed, I made my first "Parawing"
said, "try some gentle turns", (hang gliders were as yet a thing
then "steep turns", and then, of the future). It was aluminium
"how about a loop".
Then he tubes held together with car radsaid, "It's yours" drive around for iator hoseclips and covered with
I managed a few
a while".
Finally time was up polythene.
and he instructed me to fly back hops until the hose clips started
to the Parafield 'drome. I lined to collapse. About four rebuilds
up the cross wind leg and turned later, I had what you see in the
into the final leg and set up at photo. For reasons of caution I
10 feet above the centre of the guess, I chose still days and
runway.
From there he took slopes with only just enough gradover, stuffed up the landing, and ient. It turned out to be bloody
disgusted with himself, he handed hard running and not a lot of flyit back for me to taxi back to ing.
the hangar.
Furthermore, my armpits did not
We were both surprised with my seem to work as well as the Calflying. Copy book stuff! It was i~ornians' armpits.
Oh, I did
34 years since I had flown a achieve the odd flight approximatTiger.
Maybe 25 hours a year ing
the claimed performance.
would have improved it, but not But I did not achieve the control
much. Maybe under difficult con- they claimed. So I deviated into
ditions it might have been diff- other control systems, all of
erent.
Certainly the basic re- which were complicated or didn't
flexes were still Intact.
work at all.
About 8 flying
machines and 4 years later, I had
Anyway it didn't seem to lure a 300 square foot ~ogallo with
me back to conventional aero- aerodynamic controls which grudgplanes.
I went
and
bought ingly responded to my command.
another hang glider.
And that's I also had a few powered flights
another long, unspectacular era (of a sort), with it, using a wornin my flying career:
.out lawn mower motor.

Just last February I bought myself a birthday present when I
turned 61.
Half an hour in a
Tiger Moth for old time's sake.

It was 1968 and
hadn't flown By this time Bill Moyes was makfor eight years.
I read about ing history using the Australian
some Californians who had made developed control system, and a
a rogallo wing thing from old few locals were beginning to get

I suppose every hang glider person has had an urge to write
something for SKYSAILOR at
some stage. Most of us resist it.
I have for about 12 years. So
why now? I don't know! Maybe
the enclosed photos: maybe the
arguments to and fro in SKY SAILOR about training and the
new rating system.
Perhaps It was because I found
myoid log book the other day.
I didn't recognise the identity
photo in it for a moment.
I
don't
look
like
that
now.
Wonder if they still have mug
shots?
My flying really started
in 1945 - 20 guys - we called
ourselves
"The
Perth
Gliding
Club".
Got five minutes in a
stick and wire primary glider
after six months. Got frustrated
and joined the Royal Aero Club;
my log book shows a very unremarkable performance.
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1958
1960
1971

- 58 hours Tiger Moth
18 hours Tiger Moth,
Rearwin Cloudster
- 34 hours Tiger Moth,
Hornett, Gypsy Moth
- 11 hours Tiger Moth
- 16 hours Tiger Moth
- 12 hours Tiger Moth,
Auster
- 4 hours Tiger Moth
- 4 hours Auster
- 8 hours Auster
- 4 hours Auster
- 6 hours Blanik

-
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interested in a thing called a
hang glider.
By the time they
found me I was beginning to give
up and use the hang system like
everyone else.
We formed a
club.
It must have been 1973.
I have been a member ever since
and I don't think I have missed
more than a dozen club meetings.
That's at least 25 hours
per year and all night flying too!
All this has neither made me a
good hang glider pilot, nor a
good member. Apart from writing the original constitution (all
two pages of it), chairing the
first AGM and being a judge during the national championships
one year at Burra; I have never
been anything but a plain member.
Nobody wants to know about
poor performers, so I won't claim
to be one. I've had lots of takeoffs and landings, including 12
water landings, 3 car tows, 4
boat tows, and some on a rope
tied to a peg in the ground when
the breeze was strong enough.
It's the bit in-between take-off
and landing that seems to be
missing. Years ago I won a spot
landing competition
for
pilots
with an "A" rating. During the
prize giving it was discovered I
didn't have any rating. So they
presented me with an "A" rating
there and then: on the spot, so
to
speak.
How
times
have
changed!
Of all the home-made
turkeys that I grappled with from
top to bOl:t om of the hill, not
one convinced me that I was its
master, so I acquired a secondhand hang glider made by a reputable manufacturer - the results
were not much different. Maybe
self
teaching
wasn't
a
good
thing, so I decided to start from
scratch and took a
beginner
course.
I did lots of take-offs
and landings and not much inbetween and finished up with a
P.R.2.

of my parachuting consisted of
- you guessed it; lots of take
off and landings, etc. etc ..... .
So what turns a turkey into a
good pilot?
Obviously I don't
have the answer. Well maybe it's
the 25 hours per year I don't get
a chance to have.
I'm sure it
·would help.
No. one criticises
my flying, but maybe old guys
don't get told by young guys. One
should be able to have confidence in one's equipment and that
hasn't always happened.
Maybe
being an old guy I'm too cautious
and listened to too many safety
officers spouting at
meetings.
All this carry-on about safety
can definitely have an adverse
effect on some pilots.
What is it about hang glider clubs
that brings out accentuation on
safety?
Maybe because it is a
"good thing" and nobody dares
question it. Maybe it is because
only 1 in 10,000 people hang
glide and we feel we must preserve our image by appearing very
mature because so many are
against us. Maybe it is the
omnipotence
of
the
D.O.A.
Among the dangerous sports deferrence to safety seems to be inversely proportional to the number
of people involved.
Parachutists
with at least 5 times as many
members are careful but not
overawed,
trampolinists
don't
count; unless you have mastered
the
hard tricks by 25, you are
too old and you will give it up.Scuba diving is O.K. because

Cousteau does it. As for off the
road week-end bike riding, mothers send their six year olds off
on the roughest tracks.
Footbailers include injury time in the
rules! Sprain a velcro fitting in
hang gliding and there is a he ll
of a fuss.
If you do dangerous
things YOu must accept that you
can get hurt.
Getting hurt at
best is a nuisance, at worst it's
fatal, and it is as well to keep
that in mind. But if you do get
hurt, it feels much worse when
you feel a sense of disapproval
from fellow club members. Some
of the more reckless may improve
from such treatment, but for a
fair proportion of members such
over kill can set their progress
back quite markedly and sometimes stop it altogether. A little
more sensitivity could see a more
positive approach igr those who
need it. For example, it is often
better for a careful pilot to say
to him at take-off, "You can do
it", than say, "Look out for thiS,
that and the other thing".
I suppose it has been considered:
but towing two up seems to me
to be a good way of training
hang glider pilots.
Draw-backs
would be that schools would have
to have a specially built hang
glider, big enough to keep the
speed down and strong enough
to handle two on a tow. A trike
with side by side seats and no
engine could work.
It would
need more than just an instructor, possibly three, at least two
people.
It would not demon-

Oh, and
have flown powered
hang glider with engine on the
king post, with engine underneath, with engine behind and in
front and with trike, and all
underpowered.
Lots of take-offs
and landings, but not much inbetween.
And my best thermal
soaring flight was for half an
hour under a parachute. Not bad
eh! But I must admit the rest
SKYSAILOR
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strate launching off a hill. But
done first, a hill launch would be
much easier to master without
all the surprises after take off.
A fixed venue and freedom from
most wind vagaries would make
for much less frustration and
more training sessions and probably many more members. I know
there is talk of teaching by towing, but to actually be able to
impart the correct control imputs
in flight would surely be a big
step forward.
It may benefit
new trike pilots too, and help a
training school stay viable. Mind
you, I have heard of the two
seater trike being used to teach
hang gliding, but the H.G.F.A.
has barred all such impure flying,
and anyway two seater ultralights
are illegal aren't they?
Another aspect of training in
hang gliding that seems to have
been ignored or applied as a
band-aid later and often too late,
is in regard to site usage. Club
members are frequently admonished for abusing the privilege
extended to them by land owners, councils and park authorities
etc.
It must be about time
some sort of information on this
important aspect could be imparted to people starting in the
sport.
Things like how farmers
feel about these intrusions, and
how best to compensate for the
intrusion. Perhaps a few lessons
on how to shut gates, keep the
dust down when driving dirt
roads, keeping an eye out for
broken fences and straying stock,
vermin,
noxious weeds,
undue
wear and tear on vegetation,
signs of sick stock or stock in
trouble.
Farmers would apprecSKY~AILOR
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iate information of this kind.
Perhaps an insight into the viewpoint of councils and how they
are influenced by rate payers.
The types of restrictions on
usage of Park lands and powers
of
Police.
A knowledge of
restricted air space and the reasons for it might not go amiss.
A good pilot, flying wise, probably happens because he has natural ability, or wants to be at
the top of the list.
A good
competitive pilot probably has
both of these attributes. All pilots should come out better with
good training. As I see it training is about providing the pilots
with a correct set of basic
reflexes for the actions they
must take, ensuring they develop
good habits with gear and procedures, and backing it with all
the knowledge they can be told,
rather than have them have to
find out for themselves or by
"experience".
Not so long ago
there was a great deal of baloney written in SKYSAILOR, about
up and down wind turns.
A
great deal of the misconceptions
were gained from "experience".
That should never have happened.
That sort of thing and much,
much more should be thoroughly
explained in early training. Is it
I wonder?
I do not think better pilots are
made by making rules.
Rating
systems come in this category.
Hang gliding has mainly been to
do with jumping off hills and
hills ain't all the same. Rating
systems as I remember got a
foot in the" door as a means of
deciding who jumped off which

hill. And necessary as they may
be, they never seemed to achieve
wholehearted acceptance.
They
tend to degenerate from a fa ir
minded yardstick .into a culling
process. It tends to produce an
While the old
e lit ist at titude.
system was no great shakes it
spread itself sort of even handedly over the whole membership.
The new process seems to have
some merit as "explained" in
SKYSAILOR.
But it appears to
dismiss at least 50% of members
at the starting gate and addresses 2/3 of its grading to the
upper echelon w ith quantum leaps
in between to separate them.
I've seen other sports organisations disintegrate that way. Maybe I missed the point.
I mentioned my log book earlier.
Great things to look back on and
I did enjoy filling it in, I remember. So why do I feel anti about
the proposed log book? All log
books are a means of assessing
progress to some extent and providing evidence of experience to
some extent.
So far so good.
And pretty well all log books
have instructor's signatures in
them during the training stages
so the instructor knows where he
has got to. But I don't know of
any that require a signature for
every flight. Is this sytem such
that pilots will no longer be
trustworthy?
If so, it needs
some more thought.
No mater how logically a system
is devised "for the best", one
good emotional
viewpoint can
stuff it up, and that includes
when
it
is
being
logically
devised.
So like many other
apprehensive
members
of
the
hang glider fraternity, I hope the
coming event will not be an exercise in amateur bureaucracy. If
it is, the professional ones in
D.O.A. will die laughing and I
would begrudge them that.
Today's hang glider, which retains the bones of the oribinal
Rogallo, has established Itself
as a complete break with conventional aircraft.
It could be
described as a foot launch glider
which can be folded to a size
convenient enough to be carried
by the pilot, transported without
a trailer and easily and cheaply
stored.
Today there are very
few of the deviations from this

configuration such as the tweety,
quicksilver, Icarus 2, Icarus V
and Mitchell Wing. Even though
some of these had much better
glide performance they were unable to meet all the above criteria. The fledgling and ~F5 have
come closest and while not as
convenient as the Rogallo frame,
they provide the basic requirements.
That does not mean that in the
future the Rogallo frame will
reign supreme forever.
Manufacturers today are hard pressed
to squeeze
more performance
from this configuration and they
are locked into one design concept. Unlike early days there is
not a lot of incentive for new-

comers to enter the field and
fewer still brave enough to introduce a new design concept
even if they can think of one.
I am sure, however, that despite
the lack of encouragement someone will eventually come up with
a new concept which will allow
the hang glider idea to surge forward to greater levels of convenience and performance.
In no
way will it become just another
sailplane, but may well be parallel in performance with some
characteristics that a sailplane
will never match. It will probably always belong to the younger and more energetic people
(with the occasional poor old sod
hariging In there for a few short
years). Hopefully, it will become

lighter and more amenable so
that it will be equally available
to women as well.
Twelve years ago, the last time
I tried writing in a hang glider
news letter, I put forward a few
ideas about hang glider design
possibilities, which I thi ..k coulJ
still be of value. But now there
must be many, many ideas floating around and anything I suggested would have been thought
Anyway I've got a Mars 170 now
and I'm off to do something
about that bit in between take
off and landing before senility
really sets in. See you on a hill
somewhere!!!!

for KOOks
Over the last 12 months I've
witnessed quite a few hot pilots
doing loops, or close loops and
although I'm not normally a
thrill seeker, I decided I'd like
to try it. Since the loops I'd
seen had been on G.T.R. IS, and
that's what I flew, I set about
seeking some advice on how to
go
about
It.
Strangely,
I
received several versions on how
to loop, but overall I was able
to piece together a usable method.

After warming up with some
wing-overs, I worked my way up
to cloudbase, where
started
my. final aerobatic sequence.
My initial high banked wlngover lead Into a dive from
which I just got around a near
loop, (I.e. not quite straight).
Coming out of the loop I pulled
the bar In as hard as possible
till my airspeed levelled off
around 47 m.p.h.
This time I
made
sure
the
glider
was
straight, so I'd go perfectly
over the top.
As I went up Into the vertical
part of the loop I felt that
there wasn't enough airspeed to
complete the manoeuvre, so I
started pulling in, trying to
come over the top of my now
imminent high speed stall. However, the stall occurred and
since the wings were dead level,
gravity decided to tumble the
glider backwards, thowing me onto the sail.
After a second
tumble, the right wing snapped
one-third of the way from the
nose and the glider went into
a wild Inverted spin.
was careful to throw my
'chute and got an excellent deployment clear of the glider,
but the spin of the glider prevented the 'chute from opening

and It just candled out above
me. I jerked on the bridle to
try and help the 'chute open,
but to no avail.
Resigned to a rough landing, If
I lived, I tried to climb onto
the still wildly spinning wing.
Of course, being hooked In prevented me, but one isn't always
logical.
Fifty feet above the ground my
'chute opened. (God's April fools
day joke on me).
Immediately the glider stopped
Its wild rotations and I got my
feet beneath me, straightened
my glasses, and tightened my
helmet.
As I hit the ground I pulled
what remained of the glider
down around me to help absorb
the impact.
The ground was
rough, but all I got was bruised
- due to the protection of my
As quick as I
pod harness.
could,
climbed out of the
tangled wreckage and signalled
to the worried souls still flying
that I was O.K.
At this point I'd like to thank
the three people who came to
my rescue. You know who you
are. It was no easy task reachSKYSAILOR Page 9

ing me or getting the wreckage
from the mountain.
So.. ... how does one loop a
G.T.R.?
One doesn't !!
Those
G.T.R.'s that [ had seen looping were spec ial mode ls built
for higher speed and strengthened to take it
ask the
factory.

comp NEWS
BLUFF KNOLL ctrp RESULTS
Position

But really - is there a need for
Is the risk worth the
loops?
thrill?
If you value your life
don't even think about looping,
go to the roller coaster at
DREAMWORLD instead.

2
3
4
5

6
7

Signed,
Anonymous,
Ex KOOK.

8
9

10
11
did not score -

(YAHOO!!)

It all started a couple of days before Easter, we were at Jack's
place, with Callen and John Duncan from Cairns.
Just sitting
around the table chewin tIle fist
about kites and stuff.
Next thing Lyn crashes in screaming "ug!" - "where is it, I put it
over there?
No, here, got it!!"
Then like a whirl wind she was
gone again. We all looked at Jack
for an explanation. He just sat
there sha 1<ing, staring at the ceiling and said, "It's nearly camp.
day". The next da y I didn't have
to ask what it was all about, as
Lyn dragged me off to Maryborough and through Gympie to help
sell raffle tickets and put up
pham;Jlets about the hand.
The weather hadn't changed for
a couple of days. So the first
day was really good. Most of the
co mpetitors disappeared over the

Pilot
R. Chattfield
Gilles from Canada
P. Houlet
K. Chattfield
Rog. Br ierly /J. Murby
K. Walter/C. Lacey
J. Wittman
J. Phillips
R. Massey/K. Davidson
M. Facius
M. Farren/S. Shuttleworth
R. Allsop
D. Price
P. Stangou
L.Jones
K. Lunn
D. Byrn

By Ken. 13. Costin

horizon at cloudbase.
At
this being the last day of the Queenspoint Trevor, Ndl and myself, land titles, the pilots were going
were in the sponsored pickup to go for it!
truck
at
the
Kilkwan
pub,
thinking, "we'll have hours here Couldn't believe the weather till the first one get here". As good and getting better.
The
the second lot of Rum and Cokes fliers were getting good height
were set up, we heard a crackle going to about 5,000 A.G.L. +
on the C.R. ,jShit they're here". really moving through the sky.
"Drink up!" "We're on the road". The scores were really close at
We got to the goal quite quickly. the end of the day.
But close
Set
up
the
spot
for
Bruce wasn't good enough. The winners
Reeves and Speedy.
for S.E. Q.L.D. titles:
On the way back, we noticed 1st.
Bernard Gonsalves (Speedie)
that all the pilots were abou t 1 2nd. Vern Middleton
km. apart all the way back to 3rd. Dave Stevens
the showgrounds. A bit later the 4th. Scott Tucker
beer and today's tales were flow- 5th.
Geoff Tulloch
ing, and the placings were being 6th.
John main
!Jut on the board.
A very good
day, very close.
'Nith 5 rounds to go things were
going great. (The night times as
Today's task was Taree and the well as the days.
turn point had changed again,
Also One night we were let loose on
which kept it inte resting.

a barn dance. I haven't seen so
many guys try and chat up so
few girls in so short a time.
Some did good, but farmers'
daughters usually go home with
the farmer.
The weather had changed too
slightly over the back. One day
had been called off because more
than half the team bombed out,
meanwhile Maree was at about
3,000 - 4,000 A.G.L. + out of
sight.
The next day was the same
slight N.W.-S.W. top flow + no
cloud.
The light wind pilots
came through and still made it
to the goal. Bruce Reeves was
leading at this time with Speedy
a close second and Nell Mersham
was climbing the ladder scoring
everyone. Anything could happen!
That night we scored a bus and
took the stuffy trip into Gympie
for a great night of Rock + comedy from Rusty and the Ayers
Rocketts.
Rusty being a pilot
himself made us feel like we
owned the place, ,it was great the
women,
the
musiC,
the
women, the drinks, the women
and the money we raised for
prize money.

there's a competition going on.
O.K. last day.
The task had
changed. I noted that instead of
going North, we went South to
a turn point and then back to the
show grounds.
Reeves
was still
1st,
Bruce
Speedy 2nd. and the real race
was for third place.
After a
long wait it was all go! A few
NO NAMES, but
bombed out.
Adrian the wind technician made
it. Looked easy, climbing out
- just having fun.
Neil Mersham took it to the
its that day about 6,500 +
Others made it but it was
who took out the last day.
checked for motors on Neil's
but no luck!

limup.
Neil
We
kite

It anyone really cares, here's the
results: If ya want the same fun
be here next year.
MT. WlDGEE CLASSIC 1986

1st.
2nd.
3rd.
4th.
5th.
6th.
7th.
Let's start the next day, "Thanks 8th.
Jack we needed that".
Where 9th.
are we? AHH!
that's right - 10th.

Bruce Reeves
Speedy
Neil Mersham
Vern Middleton
Scott Tucker
Glen Kraemer
Geoff Tulloch
Marc Hansens
Mark Berry
Peter Koorneef

After eight days of flying competition everyone was buggered and
slowly packing up. A few of us
stayed to clean up, there wasn't
much,
because
everyone
was
pretty good.
The people who
made it all possible are:
Jack
Nash for the organisation and
smooth running of the r.ompetition
and helping Lyn when she blew it,
Lyn Nash for gaining all the prize
money, and sponsors - for helping
Jack when he mucked up!
Also Town and Country, Toyota
for the pick-up truck and Little
Wreckers.
Neil and Trevor for
picking everyone up and listening
to winges and tales, Peter Koorneef for scoring, Peter Duncan for
turn
point.
Rainbow
Waters
Caravan Park,
Rainbow Beach,
(the new Caravan Park), Moyes
Delta gliders for the beautifully
coloured
Pod
harness.
Aerial
Technics, Stanwell Park.
And to all the others who helped
and come to compo thanks for being there. Alf Carter for Launch
Director.

Foil
G.T.R. All there was left to do now was
G.T.R. work out how to get 9 vehicles
Foil back to Jack's place with only
G.T.R. 5 drivers. As for Jack and Lyn
G.T.R. - they are recovering.
G.T.R.
G.T.R.
Foil
Magic
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FIRST AID
at the

HANG GLIDING ACCIDENT
By Mike Fuery
I have only been in hang gliding for a relatively short period of time, but when a few
people heard I worked as an
ambulance officer for Ambulance Service - Melbourne, it
was suggested I write something for SKYSAILOR on the
subject of first aid.
I sense
a level of anxiety and insecurity in pilots when it comes to
discussing the subject, which
is fair enough. From my own
point of view first aid seems
to be an area without clear
cut answers. There are certainly basic principles and procedures which can be followed,
but
nothing is "black and
white". Very rarely do you attend patients who are textbook
cases. So I offer a few suggestions, a few new ideas perhaps, which are in no way definitave.
Firstly, let's revise the principles of first aid:
1. preserve life,

the
unconscious
2. protect
patient (this one was left
out of the H.G.F.A. Handbook!");
3. prevent the injury from becoming worse and,

4. promote recovery.
This article deals
primarily
with point 2. However, point
3 deserves a little interpretation.
I feel the underlying
statement here is "don't allow
your own intervention to be
detrimental to the patient's
condition". So if a patient is
talking to you but unable to
move because of a fractured
SKYSAILOR Page 12

leg or back pain, don't attempt
to move the patient. The complications from moving could
be life-threatening or permanently debilitating.

out for electric wires, dangerous terrain, etc.
Remember
one person injured is enough.
Dead heroes/heroines are of no
benefit to anyone.
- to the patient secondly: if
any hazards exist for the patient alone (e.g. traffic, fire) remove the hazard from the patient, or the patient from the
hazard, (the former is preferable).
Once
we've
established
no
dangers are present we can proceed to attend the patient and
check him/her for a ...... .
(ii) Response -

One point to mention before
I continue is let's recognise
and use resource personnel at
an accident.
We go and do
our first aid courses - they're
great and let's keep on doing
them, (everyone, that is, not
just Safety Officers). Because
we don't practise regularly
let's leave splints, slings and
moving the patient to people
who do perform these tasks
regularly and have speCialized
equipment to do so. I advocate the use of ambulance and
rescue personnel, at any serious accident.
One thing to
realize in first aid is that we
are not an end in ourselves we are one participant in a
team effort.
Let's now revise (for those
who
:lave
done
first
aid
courses) the approach to, and
basic care of, an injured patient. On our way to the site
of an accident we check first
for .....
(i)

Dangers -

- to ourselves primarily:

look

Gently shake the patient with
your hands on his/her shoulders
and shout to elicit a response
(e.g. "Open your eyes"). This
will determine in a basic fashion whether the patient is conscious or unconscious. If unconscious (no response) proceed to
check the patient's ..... .
(iii) Airway -

Open th<.:! patient's mouth to
check for any material which
could be inhaled (e.g. blood,
broken teeth,
vomitus), and
clear it out with your fingers.
Be prepared to roll the patient on his/her side (while supporting the head) and allow
fluids to drain out.
Having
done this we open the airway
by gently tilting the head back
and, grasping the chin in one
hand, extend the jaw forward.
These actions lift the tongue
off the back of the throat and
the unobstructed air
allows
entry into the lungs.
Then
place your ear next to the patient's mouth and look (at the
chest), listen and feel for ..... .

(iv) Breathing Establish that breathing is occurring. If not, commence expired air resuscit ation ("mouthAfte r
5 initial
to-mouth").
brea ths check for .. ...
(v)

Circulation-

Feel the carotid artery for a
pulse. If absent commence external cardiac compressions and
cont inue in sequence, performing cardio-pulmonary resuscitation (C.P.R.).
This essay is
not intended to instruct in any
that
techniques of C.P.R.
can only be learned from First
Aid Classes, as taught by the
St. John Ambulance Association or the Red Cross Society.
Also to be considered under
the circulation heading, provided breathing and circulation
are present, is haemorrhage.
Check for any external bleeding and control by direct pressure, elevation and immobilizat- ·
ion.
If the patient is breathing and

has a pulse, and any haemorrhage has been controlled, we
need to consider the maintenance of the AIRWAY that we
have established.
The only
threat to it is if vomitus (from
the stomach) drains into the
throat, only to be inhaled into the lungs, it can produce
disastrous consequences.
(This
is if the patient is lying on
his/her back).
We therefore
need to place the patient in
the COMA/RECOVERY POSITION - another technique to be

learned from a First Aid Class
(get the hint?). This pOSition,
basically a "head-down" position, allows vomitus to drain
out of the mouth.
"How do I remember all that?"
I hear you ask.
Easy!
Just
remember the mnemonic (memory-jogger); DR. ABC. - that
is DANGERS, RESPONSE, AIRWAY, BREATHING, CIRCULATION.
CIRCULATION - CONTROL
BLEEDING
and
- COMA POSITION
for
the
unconscious patient
Simply carry out each task in
that sequence - these are our
priorities at all times;
let's
not forget them. They ensure
our own safety, as well as
our patient's recovery.
Let's now put all of this into
the senario of a hang gliding
accident.
You arrive at a
crashed glider and the pilot is
slumped face down in his/her
harness. Go through the sequence .... stop and recite it if
you like. It will help to put
your thoughts into order before
you initiate any treatment.
"Dangers"... none; "Response"
... none - the pilot is unconscious.
"Airway" ... open the
pilot's airway and clear it. Tilt
the pilot's head back and extend
the jaw.
Chances are these
actions will allow "Breathing"
to resume.
The pilot's pulse
should then be checked..... "Circulation". Remember the most

common cause of upper airway
obstruction is the tongue. By
simply performing the head tilt
and jaw thrust/chin lift manoeuvres you will lift the pilot's
tongue off the back of the
throat and allow spontaneous
breathing to resume.
Out in the field we have little
equipment at our disposal
first aid is basically "hands on"
skills. Therefore if a pilot is
in full arrest (i.e. no spontaneous breathing and no detectable heart beat) after an accident C.P.R. should be commenced and continued until
either an ambulance crew or
a doctor turns up and makes
a decision whether to continue
resuscitation.
In this instance
it is most probable that the
pilot has sustained severe internal
injuries
that
are
not
obvious.
The recognition of
death from trauma (physical
forces exerted upon the body)
should be left to more experienced people. It is also interesting to note that C.P.R does
not, except in rare instances,
resusciate patients on its own.
It is commenced with the knowledge that drug therapy will
follow which may bring about
a response in the patient.
C.P.R. bides time;
it keeps
clinically dead patients viable
for
resuscitation.
So once
started,
the
first
aider(s)
should be prepared to continue
for 30-40 minutes or until
advanced life support can be
sought. I believe in two recent accidents C.P.R. was initiated;
finally, to no avail.
However, I think the actions
by those at the scenes were
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correct and appropriate and
would recommend them for future accidents of this nature
(hoping, of course, there is no
"next time").
A point worthy of mention is
the vulnerability of our head
and neck as we fly prone. If
an impact occurs and the pilot
hasn't reacted by swinging into
para, flaring and moving as a
pendulum through the A-frame,
chances are, as well as head
injuries, the pilot may sustain
a cervical vertebrae fracture.
These can . present as a "sore
neck" or complete quadriplegia
in the patient.
A pilot, who
after an accident, complains of
neck pain,
but ignores it,
should be encouraged to sit
down or lie down, moving as
little as possible. Be particularly SUSplClOUS of "pins and
needles" or "numb" sensations,
reported by the pilot. A vertebrae may be completely fractured but "waiting" for the patient to turn his/her head a particular way for the unstable
bone to sever the spinal cord.
This type of injury can be easily
missed,
especially
when
other, more spectacular injuries
are present. Once our priorities are treated, suspect it if
the pilot mentions any of the
above symptoms.
I hear those of you who are
r~ally
thinking (not members
of the F.F.A.A.) ask, "O.K.
What do I do if I'm attending
an unconscious pilot who's got
an unstable cervical fracture,
but I need to perform the headtilt manoeuvre to establish a
clear airway?" Well, the question's a good one. We have to
return to the priorities of first
aid and see that the airway
comes first.
However, if we
suspect a cervical fracture, and
indeed we should, we can
~ tilt the head back and
give support to the neck. If
I may quote a Melbourne Doctor who specialises in the field
of spinal cord injuries, "It is
better to have a live quadriplegic than a dead corpse on
your hands".
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I'd now like to suggest a procedure for observers at an accident
to
imitate,
which
I
think could streamline the process of assisting an injured pilot and involving those services
which can perhaps further that
assistance.
Immediately after an accident:
(a) Observers wait 10-20 seconds for either a visual sign
(such as a wave), or a radio
communication, to indicate
that
the
pilot
is
O.K.
(depending on, of course,
whether we're looking at a
coastal or an inland site).
(b) After 20 seconds
the pilot is injured.

assume

(c) A Safety Officer (or highest
rated pilot) delegates one
person to call an ambulance
and one person to direct
the ambulance to the crash
site.
The S.O. plus two
others then move in to attend the pilot if safe to do
so ... check for "DANGERS".
(d) If the pilot is found to be
generally
well
(walking
around and cursing the broken leading edge), then the
ambulance could be called
off, which, by the way,
doesn't incur a bill or nasty
letters.
What
ambulance
crews do detest is arriving
at a patient too late because of
people
at
the
scene wasting half an hour
in deciding what to do.
(e) If power lines or dangerous
terrain is involved, or any
other
factor
that
would
hamper rescuers, this information should be relayed to
the ambulance controller by
the person who makes the
initial call. The controller
has many resource people
at his disposal - the S.E.C.
Police, and State Emergency Service, to name a
few.
Forwarding this type
of information saves a lot
of time.
I'd like also to suggest that
regional
Ambulance
Service
'phone numbers be included in
state site .guides in the event
of
any
serious
accidents.

Transporting an injured pilot to
hospital in a private car could
be justified in the case of softtissue injuries (cuts, sprains,
etc. - don't forget "R.I.C.E.")
But if in doubt, call an ambulance.
One word on fractures.
If a
pilot has broken a bone in the
arm(s) or leg(s) (and we've considered DR. A.B.C.) certainly
immobilize the limb(s) by holding it/them still. If a fracture
is open, however, (with an associated deep laceration), and
a bone end is protruding out
through the laceration, control
any bleeding present and under
no circumstances apply traction to the limb so that the
bone end enters back into the
tissues. Upon entry it could
easily lacerate major blood vessels and/or server nerve pathways, complicating the situation even more.
Cover the
bone end and wound certainly
- this may reduce the possibility of later infection.
But
simply immobilize the limb and
rest the pilot.
If we've considered all the previously
mentioned
priorities,
we're performing good first
aid. We can be of additional
help by keeping the injured pilot warm with a blanket or two
(that is, if it's cold!) and by
talking.
Reassurance plays a
big part in first aid - a bit of
gentle authority goes a long
way.
As I've recommended ambulance usage in a big way I
may be accused of "drumming
up some work". But seriously
folks, I t!1ink we need to consider our resource people who
have a great deal to offer experience in basic and advanced life support techniques, as
well
as
practise in safely
extricating patients from difficult locations.
I think common sense prevails. If you do
happen to attend an accident
and get a "mental blank" (as
some people do in a crisis),
that's O.K.
Just take time
out to recall the mnemonic
- DR. A.B.C. Good luck and
good flying.
Let's hope we
don't have to use first aid, but
let's be prepared to -. for each
other's benefit.

A VIDEO LIBRARY \?
At the 1985 Convention of H.G.F.A. a motion
was unanimously passed making funds available for
the compilation and maintenance of a video library.
To achieve these ends YOUR help is
needed.
Suppose for a minute you're a member of the
earthbound public, and you know nothing at all
about hang gliding, (yes, there are such people),
and you have a desire to take to the air. How
do you find out more? Let's try the yellow pages
There's a list of "schools", but who wants to go
to school when they are still undecided as to
what It is they are supposed to be learning.
Let's try the public library, for more "take
home" information. Yes, we're in luck, there Is
one book, and what a find, "How to Build Your
Own Hang Glider".
This great little book must
have been invaluable in 1960. Perhaps there are
others. No, that's the hang gliding section, one
book sandwiched between "Models for Boys", and
"War Planes of the World". Not much help so
far, aye.
Let's try a recreational body or a student group.
Here hang gliding is presented through films.
The student organising the ' screening has ended
up with a film from the Education Department.
The film is a lemon, made In 1968, it shows in
vivid detail what hang gliding must have been
like for those care-free pioneers.
Historically
accurate, but is that how we would learn to hang
glide in 1985? Where could we fly? The film
Is American, perhaps we would have to travel.
Taxing your imagination a little further, let's try
another senario.
We make it to an introduction
evening at a professional school. This guy tells
us all about hang gliding. It's not at all as we
thought or were led to believe, yet with all the
jargon it is hard to visualise the joy that lay
ahead.

H.G.F.A. 's Video Library will be able to edit
much of the material you send in, so even the
shortest segments will play a big part. Perhaps
your flick will be incorporated Into a training
film or a travel log of your state.
The end product of all this will be an accessible
visual representation of our sport.
If you still don't list this goal very high, you're
not alone. Institutions and other aviation bodies
don't list our activities very high at all, often
because they don't see them. The National Film
Library is one institute where hang gliding is
very low.
The library boasts over 30 "general
aviation" films and a myriad of R.A.A.F. training
films, but has only ONE hang gliding film.
If you have any footage or videotape of hang
gliding or know of any, (try your local T.V. station's news library), please fill in the details on
the information sheet provided and send It to:

20 Raglan Street,
Youngtown. 7249
Tasmania.

And what of the hang gliding club get-to-gether
at the local, perhaps a short film showing flights
from sites in other states and countries or an
instructional video tape on take-off techniques ....
Sorry no such films exist.... or do they?
A bit about myself.
There are hours and hours of film on hang gliding scattered around Australia. Some films get
the occasional audience, but most don't leave
their boxes, let alone the state of origin. Inevitably most of these films will deteriorate and be
lost forever.
The public and the greater hang
gliding community will never get to see them.
The answer is a Video Library. Here's how it
would ' work. H.G.F.A. 's Video Library will copy
your films/videos onto VHS, using professional
facilities and know-how, with a copy to lend and
a back up, H.G.F.A. would promptly return the
originals to their owners.

As you may have guessed I have had no formal
training in typing or literary skills. I am a P.R.
4 and have been flying for five years, with half
my air time resulting from a residence in N.S.W.
I have 7 years of television and radio experience,
3 years of this at T.C.N.9 editing video tape.
will and am capable of giving all filmS/Videos
in my care the special attention they deserve.
Yours,
David Allan.

;
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or birds or the air or Greek
myths
and something that's
easy to spell - say 3 or 4 letters.
We all have some of
these in · our vocabulary I'm
sure.
Well, you say - "what's all this
doing in a National Hang GlidWell I say, "It's
ing Rag?"
interesting and colourful and
its ... er ... it 's .. "
Anyhow!
How about a test
fly in the "all new" High Performing easy handling, easy set
up,
inexpensive
"CENSOR"
mmmm.....
heard
it
somewhere?
But you simply can't
say a rude thing about it.
OR - come and fly the exciting "TENT" because in ten
years time that's all you can
use it for, a pretty coloured
one to say the least, might as
well call it that now to save
all the confusion later.

It has been known, that due to
too much overwork and overtime,
too
much
rain
in
between and no flying for
extended periods, drives a man
to distraction.
So I got out the Dictionary
and looked up some of the
names of the gliders we fly,
for e.g. PROBE: an instrument used for
examining.
SABRE: A nasty big sword.
FOIL:
Another
used in fencing.

pointy

sword

MAGIC:
The art of producing
effects by sorcery (that's how
they've been doing so well).
GTR: (is that "Grand Touring
Radial" or "Good Try Radial"
cut sail)?
(Heaven help if that's taken
wrong - 1/3 of our club fly
GTR's, and another 1/3 fly
Magics.
The other 1/3 looks
like a bag of all sorts).
And so I would like to propose
some names for future gliders
based on predetermined care-
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fully
calculated
scientific
guess work :- (In other words
- shut your eyelids and point
to a word on any page).
LAZERS, PULSARS and TARAGOS are strictly for cars, but
it won't be for long before the
glider makers catch up - Good
God man! - we've got to keep
up with the times How about something starting
with a Z; Y'know it gives it
Zing
and
Zap,
Like
the
Zephyr" which means
the
west wind or a soft mild
breeze - OR the letter "X"
like Xema - (very trendy) : a
genus of gull having forked tail
feathers.
Definitely leave out anything
with O'Matic in it, Like Sky
O'Matic or Cloud O'Matic - it
really only appeals to housewives.
OR Xenon - one of the inert
constituents of the air - right
theme but a bit too far gone
for now; leave it for the year
2,000 - who knows what we'll
be flying Men - oh God I'll be
40.
OR Better still - some word
totally unassociated with flying

"Hey Bob,
weekend?"

going

flying

this

"Yeh Fred, I think I'll set up
my 'TENT' but it's not ready
to be pegged to the ground yet
I have to crash it a few more
times!"
But the real TOUR DE FORCE
will come when they name gliders after "politicians", like the
"HAWKE" and the "PEACOCK"
in keeping with the birds'
theme, but I'm not stirring,
just adding salt.
Finally, no matter what you
fly, you'll call your glider whatAver you like, y'know - "Butterball" or "Beast" or "Honey Pie"
or "Henrietta"
I DON'T
CARE - just enjoy the flying!
Though you must consider an
engraved plaque mounted on
the base bar with its Christian,
Middle and Surnames like
"Farley Marvin Dingleberry the
II" in memory of that wonderful tree landing you shared together at Mt. Buffalo - thanks
folks . Julius
P.S.
You can't call yours
Farley Marvin, I've got it already.

A Weekends Flying at Johanna
By Michael Pendlebury

(or, the instructor is not
always right)

Three days at Johanna and a
chance at gaining my hang one
was hung in front of me like a
carrot to a donkey. Having done
all my tuition inland and hearing
all the stories of the stable air,
its easy soaring and wonderful
flying etc., at the coast
I
couldn't wait. Last minute modifications to car in order to
carry EF 5 and my wife cutting
up Gary's old Stinger sail to
make a new bag.
It rained
throughout the night but by morning it had started to clear.
Excitement mounted as we all
congregated at my place, a last
minute 'phone to get Bruce and
Caroline fired-up, and off we set.
A leisurely drive from Ballarat
to Colac, whereupon we struck
rain and a North Easterly wind
all the way to Johanna. We set
up camp and in the drizzle Gary
managed to coax a heap of wet
wood into flame. A reconnaissance of the area was necesary
and so, hiking dU:1e, hill and
dale, with the occasional comment on likely take-offs and landings, Kathleen (co pilot) and I
dreamed of perfect weather and
our Hang One.
Back at camp, I got the Rob
Gel's and began forecasting the
night's weather.
I predicted a
wind change and rain at around
1 a.m.
Unfortunately, I was
right and so spent a good deal
of the night re-pegging the tent
and getting wet. We awoke to
Gary being cheerful, again, the
first words of the morning being,
"Wind's off, looks pretty horrible".
The day wore on without much
hope · of the weather improving
and Bruce by now needed a
flight like a fix. So, in the late
morning attempted, out of pure
frustration and a lot of optimism

to launch inland from the dunes.
Gary kept mumbling that we
we were mad, but seeing Bruce
setting up his EF 6 came up and
offered assistance, the last rights
and such.
Bruce, jaw set hard, picked up
his A-frame and waited for the
wind to strengthen. "Great takeoff", I said, "No worries", I
thought, "We'll be off next".
Bruce banked left at this point
and shot down the face of the
dunes at the speed of light. I'd
seen ground effect, but this was
ridiculous.
He narrowly cleared
the fence and landed at the foot
of where we were camped.
"Now, maybe he'll quit bugging
me", stated Gary defiantly. Beaten, Kathleen and I carried our
EF 5 forlornly back to the car
and drove back over to Bruce,
who had unclipped and changed
his pants very quickly.
One
more go was decided, after all,
the EF 6 was set up. GRUNT!
PUFF! and GROAN! we carried
the EF 6 back up to another
dune that suddenly looked more
promising than the first. "I'll
wait for a good burst of wind"
were the last words as Bruce
lunged off again. It was about
five seconds longer than the first
and the landing was just as
hairy. Only a Hang-5 could have
pulled off a landing like that.

Certainly convinc.ed that looklilg
for shells on the beach might be
a better alternative and increase
our life expectancy, we helped
Bruce pack up under the watchful eyes of the local cows.
So ended the weekend's flying.
It wasn't a total loss, even though
we all left Saturday afternoon
instead of Sunday.
We heard
some amazing stories of the
adventures of Gary, Bruce and
Peter and the early days of their
Hang Gliding and we all had a
good dig at Gary, blaming him
entirely for our being there.
IT'S O.K. GARY, WE KNOW IT
WASN'T YOUR FAULT!
Both Kathleen and myself could
have no better tutor than Gary
and we both greatly appreciate
it. Your cheque is in the mail,
Gary, (if we get our Hang 1).
Bruce, thanks for your sense of
humour and encouragement. You
made it fun.
Peter, we share in your frustration and thanks for coming as
well.
A special thanks to all the wives
of this lost weekend for putting
up with kids, rain, dogs and
sooky pilots.
And
Johanna,
NOTHING!
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I':1DAE [].L.lJ. S%TES
By Danny Van der Walle .
.44351
General:

Bottom take off a bit tricky, top
landing is best so make sure it's
"on" before take-off.
Good cross country potential.
Located on
Montville.

Melany

Range

near

No permission needed.
Access by standard vehicle.
SUNSHINE BEACH

As there has been very little correspondence
regarding more sites for the SKYSAILOR Site
Guide, I have continued and included all sites
that I know of and are legal In S.E. Queensland.
I hope this is of benefit to all hang glider pilots
and will spark off a rash of potential writers to
do as many sites as they know of in their local
area.
I have tried to give all height limits
(C.T.A.L.L.), but, to be sure of these, I suggest
all pilots refer to their *V.T.C. charts before all
flights.

Conditions:

Coastal, Ridge Soaring.

Directions:

East, Southeast, South.

Rating:

Training dune, P.R. 1, P.R.2.

Rules:

This site is on a National ·Park so
treat it with respect.

Take-off:

Make sure both wings are flying
before take-off, as air can be disturbed only 15 feet behind takeoff.

General:

A carry of glider down stairs,
across beach and up headland to
launch makes this site only for
the fit and the desperate.
Even
if wind is not on it's still a nice
place to swim and bring the wife
and/or girlfriend.

By abiding to their limits we will not endanger
any of our valuable sites.

Access
walk.

For more updated and additional sites please contact the Leading Edge club on these numbers:
Speedy (Bernard Gonsalves)

(071) 95 5697

Eion Robins:

(07) 356 1531

* VTC - Visual Terminal Chart (available at all
Airports).
FLAXTON
Conditions:

Coastal, Thermalling.

Direction:

East, South-East

Rating:

P.R.3

Rules:

Consult sign at site for rules and
information before flying.

Take off:

400 ft. A.G.L. Ramp, Cliff Launch.

Height Limit

6,000 ft. A.S.L.
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by

standard

vehicle

and

WIDGEE MOUNTAIN
Conditions:

Inland Thermal

Direction:

S.S.E. - East - E.N.E.

Rating:

P.R.3

Rules:

Respect site and landing area as
usual.

Take-off:

1,700 ft. A.G.L.

Height Limit:

5,000 ft. A.G.L.

General:

A good 4 W.O. or 2 W.O. and a
200 mt. walk will get you to this
prime cross country site.
It is an easy take-off with no top
landing, situated 30 kms. west of
Gympie.

KILARNEY
(West of Toowoomba)
Conditions:

Inland Thermal

Directions:

N.W. - W.- S.W.
N.E. - E. - S. E.

R ating:

P.R.4

Height:

Westerly si te 1,400 A.G.L.
Easterly site 1, 600 A. G. L.
Approx. 3,000 A.S.L.

Height Limit:

5,000 A.S.L.

Rules:

Contact landowners of take-off before flying.
Tim Brosnan,
Kilarney Caravan Park,
(076) 64 1472
By doing this you can get
weather report before going out .

a

As the take-off owner also owns
the caravan park it is good practice to camp the re when flyi ng.
General:

Top landing and bottom landing.
Access by standard vehicle or 4
W.D. and in suspect and wet
conditions.

Conditions:

Inland Thermal

Direction:

N.W. - West - S.W. + Nil Winds

Rating:

P.R.3

Height:

1870 A.S.L.

Height Limit.

3,000 A.S.L.

Rules:

You must abide by the height restriction; at present we are only
allowed 1,200 ft. above launch.
If height restriction is not adhered
to, t he site will be closed.
By
fl ying down the ridge to Canungra
you c an go to 5,000 ft. A.S.L.

General:

Top and bot tom landing possible.
Good place to get up in convergence.
Great place
fligh t s.

for

cross

country

If wind star t s to come ove r the
back, don' t risk it, go t o Rosins.

Acce ss by standard vehicle.
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Beginner and Recreational Pilots ...

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Now brings YOU

THE
"State of the Art" Intermediate Glider.
Suitable as a first Glider for school trained P.R. 1'so
If your school is not selling them

-

ask why?

The VISION by Suncoast Hang Gliders pioneered the concept of a 60% Double
Surfaced Glider for the learner pilot in Australia.
The opposition are soon expected to bring out their 60% D.S. Trainer - Intermediate gliders, but ask yourself.

*

Are they 3 years tried and tested and REFINED in the field, as the VISION
has been?
DO THEY INCORPORATE THESE "STATE OF THE ART" FEATURES?

*
*
*
*
*

Ball swivel Tips.
Closed cell foam L.E. Insert.
Top quality sailwork using U.S. Dimension (widely recognised as the world's
best) sailcloth.
Superb static and aerodynamic balance.
TRIKE Adaptability on a glider still comparatively LIGHT WEIGHT and eminently usable as a Hang Glider. The TRIKE VISION weighs only 64 lbs - just 6
lbs. heavier than the H.G. version.

*

VARIABLE GEOMETRY option.

*

REVOLUTIONARY X-BAR Hinges and Frame
patent pending) for Superb structural integrity.

*

Superb pitch stability.
VISION Pitch Graph.

Geometry

(Regd.

Write to us for a copy of the (U.S. Certification)
FL Y SAFE
Phone:

-

FLY A VISION

(071) 45 9185

Or, write -

Suncoast Hang Gliders,
Dales Road,
Palmwoods. Qld. 4555

Dealer Enquiries are Invited.

Design

ROSIN'S LOOKOUT
(Beechmont)
Conditions:

Thermal

Directions:

E.N.E. - East - E.S.E.

Rating:

P.R.3

Height:

1874 A.S.L.

+

Ridge Soaring

NOBBYS

Height Limit: 3,000 A.S.L.
Rules:

General:

Conditions:

Inland Thermal

You must abide by height restrictions - if unsure of restrictions consult V.T.e. chart.

Direction:

N.E., E., S.E., S.S.E.

Rating:

P.R.3

Top and bottom landing.

Height:

780 A.G.L.

Good cross country flying.

Height Limit

may be obtained by calling Amberly Airbase on 280 3911.

Rules:

Only to be flown on weekends and
public holidays.

Picnic facilities
relatives.

for

friends

and

Can be found on same range and
road as Mt. Tamborine.

Pilot must be a member of Nobby
Club.

For landing in top paddock a minimum of 500 ft. above launch is
needed.

You must ring Amberley Airbase
before flying for permission and
height clearance on 280 3911.

Access by standard vehicle.
General:
GUNALDA

You'll need a 4 W.D. to get to
take-off or you can get there by
thrashing your normal car.
This site can be found half way
between Ipswich and Toowoomba
near a place called Lowood.

Conditions:

Inland Thermal

Directions:

West - South west

Rating:

P.R.3

Height:

850 A.G.L.

Conditions:

Coastal Soaring

Height Limit:

5,000 A.G.L.

Direction:

East - South East.

Rules:

This site is very sensitive if any
rules are disregarded, site will be
closed. If you are going to fly
here contact owners of horse stud
at bottom before you fly. Bottom
landing must be to left of horse
stud and any scaring of horses
will result in closure of site. Do
not land in or near horse stud.

Rating:

P.R.2, P.R.1 under supervision.

Rules:

Stay on stairs built for gliders do not fly off dunes as this will
erode them and may endanger site.

Take-off:

Height is only 60 ft. off beach,
but good height gains can be
made when flying the 30 kms.
ridge - sometimes as high as 500
ft.

General:

This is a great place for learning
aerobatics and clocking up hours.
A 4 W.D. is needed to get to this
site or a 2 W.D. and a short
walk. This site is to be used instead of Double Island Point.

FRESHWATER

Top landing if possible.
General:

Access is by standard vehicle.
Great cross country potential.
This site is about 40 km. north of
Gympie.
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CARR'S LOOKOUT
Conditions:

Inland Thermal

Direction:

North

Rating:

P.R.4

Height:

1,500 A.G.L.

Height Limit:

5,000 A.S.L.

Rules:

As general, respect take-off by
not leaving rubbish and leave site
as found.

General:

No top landing

NEWS
HEADWIND FLIGHT SYSTEMS
of Byron Bay announce that they now offer a
complete sailmaking service, which includes sail
repairs, new sail developmp.nt and S3!! piGduclion.
They are carrying a wide range of sailcloths to
suit all current gliders built in Australia as well
as earlier models.
This new section of the business means that
HEADWIND now offer a complete hang gliding
service to the N.S. W. North Coast/South East
Queensland areas. These include:

Beware of power lines on slope.
This site is close to Kilarney so
these . areas can be alternatively
flown in almost any wind direction.

Dealers for
gliders.

Enterprise

Wings'

Foil

and

Gyro

Complete Airframe and Sail repairs.
Glider overhaul and tuning.

Access - same as Kilarney.
No permission needed for this site.

Full stock of Airframe Hardware including tube,
bolts and rigging.
Custom built harnesses

As
information and site conditions
change
constantly, it is best to call Eion or Speedy on
the numbers shown.
More sites are available,
but as they are on private properties and require
personal introductions in some cases it is best to
get in contact with the local flyers first. Please
remember to check V.T.C.'s before flying for
height restrictions and take care of the sites as
they are all we have.
Safe and happy flying

Suppliers of accessories - helmets, instruments"
books, etc.
H.G.F.A. Certified Instruction
In addition to the above services, HEADWIND are
still producing the popular ALTAIR glider designed by Mark Mitsos.
This glider features an
adjustable airframe, allowing the glider to be
tuned easily for more performance as a pilot's
skills increase, fully floating crossbars, swivel
tips, combination alloy/fibreglass battens.
It is
supplied with complete airframe padding to protect the wing in transit, as well as a comprehensive owner's manual and batten profile.
The glider is available in 3 sizes: 145, 165 and
185.
Because the entire glider is built under the one
roof, with Liz Ross crafting the sail and Ian Hird
building the airframe, the glider is offered at a
very competitive price. Their policy is to keep
prices as low as possible without compromising
quality in any way. The materials and construction techniques used are identical to those used
by Moyes and Enterprise Wings.
HEADWIND are located right on the flying site
at Coorabell Ridge behind Byron Bay, so if you
are in the area, drop in for a cuplJa and a chat.
All enquiries to:
HEADWIND FLIGHT SYSTEMS
COOLAMON DRIVE,
COORABELL. N.S.W. 2479
Tel: (066) 84 7328
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setting up a LANDING
PART ONE.
By Mart yn Yeomans
Previous articles have dealt with
specific techniques and skills required to execute a good landing.
This
series
of
articles
will
attempt to focus a little more on
the preliminaries of a landing,
that is, assessing the potential
landing area and setting up a good
approach. Part one will deal with
landings at a coastal ridge site,
assuming a relatively restricted
beach landing area below.
Part
two will look at a typical inland
landing,
assuming
the
flight
more
than
a
simple
involves
straight glide into the landing
zone.
Coastal Ridge:
A typical coastal soaring site
might be anywhere fro m 50 to
500 feet high, wi t h a ridge length
from 200 metres to 2 kms. How. ever, a few factors are common
to most coastal si tes.
(a)

3.

You've got to make the most
of your final glide cross-wind;
you can't simply sink out into
the wind or you'll end up in
the sea!

4.

Whilst flying cross-wind, you
tend to drift back towards
the ridge, thereby getting into the lift again!

So, how do we cope with these
problems?
Associated with this
article is a sketch of a site where
these problems exist - Long Reef
in Sydney.
It's about 400 metres
long, about 100 feet high and has
a very narrow beach, especially at
high tide. (The sketch is indicative rather than exact).

usual reaction would be to fly
straight into the wind (or zig-zag
out).
However, this will mean
that you will be out over the
water and therefore, your return
to the L.Z will be somewhat down
wind, with the consequent problem
of high ground speed.
A better
solution (which is nearly always
possible) is to simply fly past the
end of the ridge (or to a point
where the ridge height is lowest),
but still staying close to the line
Once you've lost
of the ridge.
the right amount of height, do a
1800 turn and head for the L-Z.
If, on the way back, it seems
you're too high, crab away from
the ridge. If you arrive too high,
at the point where you should
make your final turn into the
wind,
above the landing, gain
more height and try again. If it
looks like you're not going t o
make it , and the option is to land
on rocks or in the water, make a
decision e arly and drift in as
close as possible to the ridge so
you can get up again.

The beach below is often narrow, i.e. be tween the base of
the ridge and the water line.

Step 1 - Assess the Landing Zone

(b)

Due to rocky outcro ps, public
areas, buildings or c liffs going straight into the sea, the
landing area may be lim it ed
in length as well as width.

(c)

Soaring is usually done in
winds of 10-20 knots which
means that there is good lift
(albeit in a fairl y narrow
band) right down to say, 10
or 20 feet A.G.L.

Identify
(before
take-off
and
whilst in flight), that part of the
beach which offers you the greatest "de pth" into t he wind.
However, be ver y wary about a bea ch
which slopes st e eply towards t he
water - a down hill slope makes
Step 4: The Landing:
it very difficult to "flare-out".

So, let's examine the problems in
setting up a landing given these
constraints.
1.

In order to land, you've got
to lose height;
this means
flying out of the lift.

2.

You've got to allow for an
extended glide once you get
down to 20 or so feet A.G.L.

Step 2.
Next, you need to work out how
much height you need to lose, and
where, so that your final crabbing
crosswind glide will get you down
low enough to make a final quick
turn into the wind and almost
simultaneous flare out, at the
point you identified as the widest
part of the beach.
Step 3. - Losing Height:
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The simple ' way, of course, is to
fly out of the lift band.
The

So, assuming you've "set it up"
properly, you should be progressively increasing your "crab" as you
get closer to the "spot". As soon
as you complete the turn and
you're into the wind, flare out.
Since you'll be in a wind gradient,
i.e. slower wind speed near ground
level, you'll need to push out
quite hard, otherwise you'll only
partially stall and nose in, or
you'll gracefully glide into thE
water!
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Name: ....••.•.•..••..•.....•....•...•

FOR SALE

Address: .......................•..•.•
. • . . • • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . P/ code .•.•••••.

H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS
H.G.F.A.
PRODUCTS

Car stickers____@$1.50

$

Iron-on cloth
badges___@ $2.00

$

Back issues
'Skysailor' @ $1.00
___~month____year

Cut out the order form below and return
it with cheque or Money Order · to:
H.G.F.A
Suite 508,Sports House
157-161 Gloucester Street,
SYDNEY.
NSW
2000

____month ______year
______month______year

$

TOTAL
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,.
Bird s eye -~itness

...

Account
of the Conference

felt like Daniel walking into cause one member didn't underthe lion's den. I think he knew stand what he was voting on.
what I was thinking when I enter- Some people tried to go over
ed the Conference room. I found ground already covered and were
these lions kept their growls told where to go to, very politedown to a dull roar, (well, most ly, I may hasten to add. This
of the time!)
made for a lengthened and confusing meeting.
The U.N. has
to
fear
from
us.
The "workshop" on the first day nothing
waffled on and digressed from Through all the relevant chatter
the point a few times, but most and "bull-dust" we managed to
times informative.
Some dele- table a lot of motions.
gates, who will be nameless,
seemed to get their points across The group adjourned to the Chinmore forcibly and loudly than ese Restaruant and a good night
others.
They kept their claws was had by all. Sunday everyone
out and sharpened for the rest came in "bright-eyed", "bushytailed",
cheerful
and full of
of the Conference.

enthusiasm. (If you believe that,
you'd believe anything). The business of the day was concluded
swiftly and painlessly.
I felt at all times the Federal
Executive considered our needs
A lot of effort
and comfort.
was made to make everybody
feel welcome and this showed in
the way we were treated.
My personal thanks to Phil Mathewson, who did a great job on
Sunday afternoon ensuring everyone had lunch and chauffered us
to and from the Bronte Inn.
Even after all I experienced, this
little "bird" will endeavour to
adventure into' the "lions' den"
next year.
Irene Price,
(Sec. H.G.A.W.A.)

A lot of different areas were
covered.
An idea crossed my
mind that the rating system was
a very important issue, (I don't
know what gave me this idea,
maybe it was the sight of men
of assorted shapes and sizes jumping up and down and shouting
hystirically anytime the subject
looked like getting discussed).
We managed to wade through the
. agenda,
dispersed
with coffee
breaks and well earned lunch.
The dinner was superb, the table
conversation tended to be on one
subject. Most people thought the
meeting was still in progress, (oh
well, an early retreat).
Our Chairman had a rough time
of it the next day. The formal
part started off well but slowly,
or should I say quickly, went
down hill.
A lot of delegates
should learn meeting procedures.
One motion was actually lost be-

:3 i r :t:Jdney James ':ernard

__
STU"Tli!N
l.J~

N.Z. ACE POD HARNESS

Gold/green with parachute.
Also ...
VARIOMETRE
Ball 651
Any information regarding the whereabouts of either of the above I would
be gratefully appreciated.
Phone:
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Brian Keen (02) 689 1802

~__ Letters
W.F. Thorneywork,
9 Highland Ave.,
Torrens Park.
S.A. 5062
Sir,
I'm still feeling my way at running the S.A.H.G.A. library.
However, should there be any
person or firm who wishes to
donate a book about hang gliding or any other air sports to
S.A.H.G.A. library, I would as
an expression of my most
grateful thanks write inside the
front cover of the donated
book the name of the person
or firm who made the donation of the said book.
I am of course certain that all
members would also be most
grateful.
Regards,
Bill Thorneywork.

Dear Skysailor Readers,
I am writing this leter to "S.S."
to say that T found Jesus through
my hang gliding and have some
photocopies of this material and
the social credit - natural law
philosophy for anyone interested
in writing for it.
This is not "hangaholics" anonymous and I believe that an under
-standing of natural law philosophy will help your hang gliding
adventures.
Happy flying,
Graham Hyles,
5 Lupus Place,
Giralang, Canberra.

to the Editor

Dear Sir,
Chris South's efforts as editor
deserve a lot of praise. SKYSAILOR has become its most provocative in its history. His final
editorial ·about the numbers in
hang gliding is no less so.
I have often been puzzled why
there is a concern to increase
the number of hang glider pilots
amongst the hang gliding hierarchy. After all hang gliding is
a leisure sport, not a fundamentalist religion.
The problems of
the world are not going to be
solved by everyone flying a hang
glider.
Nor are the advantages in greater numbers put forward by Chris
necessarily correct. One of the
reasons why we managed to get
as far as we did in the airspace
field is because there aren't that
many of us. The whole problem
of allocation of airspace arises
from paranoia about mid air collisions.
If there were 20,000
hang glider pilots in the air on
every day of the year, the risks
would be correspondingly greater
and so would the controls.
One of the arguments that we
are
putting
forward
to
the
NAPAC working committee to
allow us to go to 20,000 ft. ASL
outside
controlled
airspace
is
that we are not there all that
often anyway.
But if you are concerned about
the total number of people coming into the sport, don't look at
the lack of people starting into
it. There are heaps - just ask
the schools. Look at the other
end - the people who are giving
it up.
Ask Bill Moyes why he
hardly ever flies anymore.
I would have thought that the
explanation
of
this
is
quite
simple. Once the hassle and risk
factor overcomes the buzz factor, you stop. Even at Stanwell
Park where the hassles of going
hang gliding are probably lower
than anywhere in the world, I
know of 15 residents - some of
them who were hopeless Sky junkies - who have given it up. Hang
gliding is a high risk sport, like

parachuting, flying light aircraft,
mountain climbing, scuba diving
Every
and motor bike racing.
one of these sports has a high
volume of people doing it for a
while and then giving it up.
What
do find ironic is that
Chris is advocating bands of hang
gliding
evangelists
wandering
around the countryside trying to
get people to sign up, when his
most recent proposals about minimum hours for retention of ratings would have resulted in the
greatest drop-out rate in the history of hang gliding in this
country.
Sorry, Chris, I'm only
being provocative.
Yours faithfully,
Kieran Tapsell.
Editor's Note:

t

can't speak for Chris, but on
the whole I agree with you about
our numbers.
Unfortunately you
don't seem to know that minimum hours won't be required for
retention of ratings.
It's only
for the Initial conversion that a
minimum would be set. I don't
know about anyone else, but I
would never bunch hang gliding
together with all those other
silly
pass-times.
After
all,
you're talking about a fundamentalist religion, not just a leisure
sport.
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Dear Editor,
find it rather amazing that
the two most prestigious events
in Australian hang gliding being
Mt. Buffalo X-C Classic and
the Nationals both of which
were international competitions
of a very high standard, may as
well have not existed as far as
our own Australian publication
is concerned.
Also a National
ladder update and point allocation, once in a while would not
go astray.

Chris S o u th ponderin g T . O.
at Me rrY''' ea the r

Sincerely,
Drew Cooper.

Editor's Note:
I couldn't agree with you more.
It's a pity no-one bothered with
writing the reports, but in the
future how would you like to
write them? Or, how about anyone else out there? Unfortunately I can't get to all the
comps., or I would write reports
on the ones that needed them.

Apart from being decorative for
every room of the house, I
think they would have a psychotherapeutic value for pilots during those cold, wet, miserable,
depressing, suicidal,
non-flying
days.
Is my suggestion one which the
H.G.F.A. would be be able to
handle or would it be up to
groups of individuals?
Thanks for a good magazine.
Yours sincerely,
Mike Fuery, (33865).
Editor's Note:

Dear Chris,
I'm writing to express my interest in the absence of inspiring
hang gliding posters available.
I am aware of overseas postersized
prints
available
but,
personally, I would like to see
local photographic talents given
a chance, featuring flying at
local sites.

Your idea on posters is a good
one, however, the small number
of pilots in Australia means
that it would be difficult for
H.G.F.A. or anyone, to sell
enough posters to cover their
printing costs, let alone make
a profit. I would say what you
want to do is to make your
own, or hassle a school or a
bunch of friends to give it a go.

" Th e il. l ice " f ro m th e Air
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The following is a letter which
I sent recently to Gil Griffith.
It is by way of reply to his
letter in the May issue.
"Dear Gilbert,
Your letter regarding the rating
system
is
unfortunately
just
another example of how a number of members have developed
opinions about the new proposals
without being aware of the full
details.
You'll note that I used the word
'proposals' - that is what they
are and always have been. Our
ideas were formalised and sent
in detail to each State Committee towards the end of last
year, for discussion and consideration at a local level prior to being considered at the May Convention. The Convention had the
power to accept, modify or completely reject our 'proposal' for
a revised rating system.
As far as the 'bureaucracy' you
refer to is concerned, we are
far from it; bureaucracy implies
some sort of authoritarianism by
people remote from that which
they
are
governing;
the
H.G.F.A. Commitee consist of
7 committed hang glider pilots
who have been active in the
sport for a minimum of 8 years.
Chris South has been flying for
about 12 years, whilst Phil Mathewson and Ian Jarman have been
top level competition pilots and
professional instructors for longer
than most pilots have been flying. The point is that if 7 people
who between them have over 70
years' experience and probably at
least 500 hours average each,
come up with a proposal for a

major update of the rating system, it's because they have the
best interest of the sport at
heart, not because they want to
be bureaucrats.
Those who say ..... "the present
system
works
O.K.
why
change it?" would be well to reflect back 5 years or so when
we were flying plastic batten,
flexible
wing
gliders.
They
worked well too, at the time,
but most pilots very readily got
into rigid batten/double surface
gliders because they were so
much better.
Conservative
attitudes
towards
something as important as our
rating system will lead to the
sport going backwards.
People
who don't believe the sport has
changed dramatically over the
last 5 years (when the curent system
was
last
am mended
slightly), must have been living
in a cave. You've only got to
read the current rating form to
see how ludicrous it is in relation to what hang gliding in 1986
is all about, e.g. at the end of
the P.R.3 (Intermediate) form it
says, "Pilot is now ready to start
learning 360's and top landings".
Come on!
Most students learn
360's before they can soar. And
top landings? Why should a pilot
who, say, lives inland and has
100 hours thermalling, have to
travel to the coast to do a top
landing
just
to
finalise
his
Advanced rating?
The list is really endless - that's
why we're proposing a new system,
not
just
a
band-aid
approach to the existing one.
The final point is, if the 'new'
system is adopted (in broad
terms), it won't make any difference to pilots holding existing
ratings, i.e. in terms of the type
of flying they do. For example,
if someone regularly flies at say,
Spion Kop (regardless of his rating), he'll still be able to fly
there.
The name of the rating
(whether it's under the new system
or
the
old),
is quite
irrelevant;
the important thing
is that both the pilot and safety
officers/other flyers, know what
his general skill and experience
level
is.
For example,
the
current rating 'Advanced' denotes
a certain all-round level of competence and experience.
If the
equivalent (approximately) level

of competence under the new
system was called a 'Banana' rating, what would it matter, as
long
as
everyone understands
what a Banana rating means.
What we're basically trying to do
is to introduce a system where
both the pilot and people supervising sites, will have a more
complete
and
more objective
means of judging his overall level
of competence and more particularly, his specific skills relative
to a certain site in any given
weather conditions.
It is obvious that certain of our
suggestions were misinterpreted
e.g. There never was any suggestion that pilots be required to do
'x' number of hours per year.
The reference to hours was only
for the initial conversion where,
because our new 'top' rating
level (call it Advanced, Masters
or 'Bananas'), was clearly pitched
at a more experienced and more
thoroughly skilled pilot than the
current 'P.R.4' pilot (or P.R.5 for
that matter), we wanted to be
sure that pilots being rated at the
top level were at least active pilAfter all you can hardly
ots.
claim to be in the top, say 10%,
if you don't even do one
hour
a week (average).
Going to the
next level down, we saw this as
being about the equivalent of the
current 'Advanced'.
Therefore,
pilots currently holding only P.R.
3 would have to do 25 hours in
the 12 months in order to automatically upgrade to the new 'No.
2' rating level. In fact, the revised plan is now to call the
highest rating 'Masters', the next

'Advanced', the next 'Intermediate' and the basic rating, i.e.
current P.R. 1/2, a 'Pilot Certificate' which enables us to comply
with D.O.A. requirements under
the new A.N.O.
One final point, if you look at
your membership card, you'll notice that you are a member of
V.H.G.A. not H.G.F.A.
That is
why the Convention is not open
to
the
general
membership.
H.G.F.A. has only 7 members, i.e.
V.H.G.A.,
N.S.W.H.G.A,
QLD. H.G.A., etc. Only their
delegates plus one observer are
entitled to attend the Convention.
Regards, Martyn Yeomans."

Towing at Cassilis
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NEW CLUB
A group of pilots in the III awarra have got together to
form a new Hang Gliding Club . .
We have many great sites south
of Wollongong, and as a group
have been flying them regularly.
As a club we can aim to Maintain good relations with
land owners so as to keep
sites open,
Maintain safety by helping
each other and working as
a group to familiarize visiting pilots and inexperienced pilots with our sites,
Encourage ratings,
Embark on competitions with
any other clubs that are
keen,
arrange trips away,
Receive funding for projects
such as ramps,
Provide opportunities to socialize as a group.
Any pilot that would like to be
a part of the club is invited to
attend meetings on the first
Thursday of each month at the
Coneston
pub,
(Wollongong)
around eight o'clock.

& Club News _ _ _~

NobbyNotes
On the weekend of the 24th and
25th May, the club held another
fly-in at Killarney.

took three hours, a well deserved win for Marc. The full
results are:-

We had a great turn-out for the
weekend with over 20 pilots
attending.
As well as Nobby
Club Members, there were pilots
from the Gold Coast, from the
Northside Club and a few from
New South Wales.

1st.
Marc Hanssens - GTR162 24 kms

The weather was not as good as
what we had hoped, but we did
get some fl ying in. On arriving
at Killarney on Saturday morning, we were met with a very
cold, strong North West wind.
Unfortunately, when we got to
the launch we found the wind
was a bit too strong, blown out
in fact.
And it stayed that
way for the rest of the day.
So the rest of Saturday was
spent trying to keep warm,
catching up on lost sleep or just
talking about flying, while we
waited and hoped that the wind
may abate.
Sunday morning brought us clear
blue skies and a cold light to
moderate
South
East
wind.
Breakfast was finished quickly
as everyone was hanging out for
a fly. Some of us were optimistically hoping for a long X-C
flight. But this was not to be,
whilst conditions were soarable,
it was very stable and distances
were shor t.
Anyway, the Easterly site was
ridge soarable and had some
good thermals coming through.
It got a bit crowded at times
with upwards of a dozen gliders
in the gaggles but it was
handled well by everyone. We
were all just happy to be in the
air. We had a competition coinciding with the fly-in and the
task was - OPEN DISTANCE.
MARC HANSSENS won the day
with a 24 kms. flight which
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2nd.
Wayne Lee - GTR162

13 kms.

3rd.
Gary Davies - ESPRIT

11 kms.

4th.
Scott Tucker - GTR162

9.5 kms.

4th.
Peter Fraser - Pulsar

9.5 kms.

The rest made the 6 kms. trip
to the Killarney caravan park,
although there were a few unhappy pilots who bombed out in
front of the hill during a strong
down cycle.
The majority of pilots there had
a good day and enjoyed their
fly, for some it was their first
taste of Killarney, but most
said it would not be their last.
A few stayed on for Monday
and had another good day of flying.
We had this month's meeting on
the Monday night after the Flyin and 73 Main Street was packed with about 30 people. The
main reason for the larger than
normal
attendance
was
our
guest speaker for the night. He
was John Frizwell, the D. O.A.
representative for the area.
He gave us an interesting talk
expla ining the new A.N.O. and
the n answered questions from
members about airspace, our
rights as pilots and the possibilities
of securing endangered
sites and how to go about it. I
think that everyone who attended learnt something.

N.A.S.S.A.
now has its Map
Board fully operational and it
encompasses
the
entire
S.E.
Queensland area. It is available
to all club members to use for
measuring distance on flights,
or planning future flights.
It
has all the longest flights from
the major sites displayed as
well, so you can see what you
have to beat.

The 'phone is now on at 73
\1ain Street, l)eenleigh
the
number being (07) 287 3297
So for any information
(a. h.)
about the next Fly-in or club
competition,
or
to find out
when the next meeting is, feel
free to give us a call.
Biggles . .

As is usual for a tow meet, a
bridle clipped
a barbed wire
fence on final, haven't seen one
catch ...... yet.
Toss it over a
side wire after clipping off mike.
By now all of you will have
heard of Kim Griffiths' unfortu-nate accident, but perhaps not
the events leading up to and contributing to the incident.

By

:, . 11

Stanyon, F::ditor.

Hang gliding in W.A. has had a
major boost in the last month
brought about by the "Bluff Knoll
Cup" an extremely well run and
organised competition, the likes
of which have not been seen in
W.A. for over 7 years.
All who attended agree that the
tireless efforts of Meet head
Mike
Ausbro and deputy Meet
head
Greg
Scott
should
be
applauded for a job well done.
(But let's admit it fellas your
stage performance needs work).
The original idea for the comp
came from Russell 1'3rierly who
with help from Ray Chattfield
transformed an idea into a reality.
AllO /Jaw FOR n'E W5AT>1EA. ~Y ..
&OU~-o.s-r ""f'I~ 1<;,-201<0,1.. ..
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Although no records were broken
the weekend was a success in
many other ways,
(and more
important), such as safety. Over
the three days a total of 127
tows were completed without any
significant problems, the worst
was a slightly bent down tube
and Russell Allsop's Remote Control
launch
demonstration.
Russell, by the way, is this
month's recipient of the Ring of
Confidence.

I wasn't at the scene but talking
to those that were, it seems
there were several people who
felt uneasy about the whole afternoon, due in part to the "spur of
the
moment",
Sunday morning
idea, "Let's go boat towing", and
the continued rope problems with
other ski boats, the parra· gliders
and a crowded beach.
Kim was the first off from a
beach on the Swan near the
Nauvocus bridge, the breeze was
straight on at 10 m.p.h. the rope
broke (at a knot tied because of
a ski boat prop cutting the line
earlier), when Kim was 50 ft. up
and 20 ft. over the water's edge,
he lost a lot of height with the
nose falling through and initiated
a 180 0 turn to the beach, arri ving too low to set up a landing
and side wiped a rock with the
left side of his body.

The low mortality rate of downtubes etc. was in part due to the
relatively low thermal activity,
(and of course, the above average skill of the W.A. pilot). But
we'll have to speed up those landing for the summer comp, won't Kim's error (I'm sure he won't
we?
mind sharing this in the hope
that it might prevent a similar
Russell is to be complemented on situation occurring again), was allhis understanding of what makes owing the bad experience of a
W.A. pilots tick, so he organised water landing a few years earlier
prizes in the form of a "pod" to affect his judgement of this
from "Moyes", a cross country totally different situation where
glider bag from Enterprise Wings a water landing was the only altAuto accessories
to the ernative.
and
value of $200 from Morley, Mitsubishi
and Foutuou Australia. I guess the thing to remember is
In addition the outright winner to judge every situation by its
received a hand turned perjJetual merits. Get well soon Kim, the
trophy crafted by our George Big- club just isn't the same without
nell, thanks Goerge it looks great. you.
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Instruments
Harness
Back-up Chutes
Motor Gliders

•
•
•
•

M.S.I. 2071,
Chevallum Rd.,
PALMWOODS, 455$_

Learner School
Sales & Service
Repairs
Accessories

Phone: (071) 45 9185

PODS:

We have developed a POD Harness using high-tech materials
available to us through our overseas' connections. It sets a
very high standard of wrinkle-free aerodynamic smoothness.
Introductory Price:
$340.00
(2 Close-up colour photos available, posted $3.00).

VARIOS:

The new Hummingbird VE12 Miniature Vario with ALL adjustments available externally is in our opinion the most reliable
and best value at:
$330.00
Tests we have done indicate a high degree of Temperature
compensation. Ball M 20 Miniature wrist vario:
$300.00

ALTIMETERS:

Thommen

A.S.I.'s:

Hall Disc Type with bracket:
Hang Loops and Carabiners.

ULTRALIGHT
INSTRUMENTS:

2000

with 20
at:
Barigo 100 ft. increments:

ft.

increments,

Superb

Digital Tach - Hourmeter:
Aircraft Altimeters, C.H. Temp, Winter ASI.

reliability
$200.00
$115.00
$45.00

$130.00

SOUTHERN STATES LEARNER PILOTS:
Are you getting enough air time during the winter?
not, maybe you should come North to the Queensland winter where Sea
Breezes still push through on a more regular basis. Full time training available
with Coastal and Inland sites. Ample accommodation within 5 kms. and FREE
Camping Facilities for the poor.

If

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDING SCHOOL USES
the brilliant new VISION GLIDERS, from 2nd. or 3rd. day in PRI.
Courses also available.

PR2 and PR3

SECOND HAND GLIDERS:
MARS 170:

Spare L.E. and Upright:

$980.00 O.N.O.

ALTAIR 170:

Inexpensive Learner Glider:

$750.00 O.N.O.

Sites:

7

coastal
soaring
(Rita Mata, Bluff)

4

coastal
thermal
(60 km. record)

1

inland
thermal
(1,700 ft. T.O.)
training site
(2 cert.Instructors)

•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - 1
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HANG GUDING CLUB

CAIRNS CORNER
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Good evening, Ladies and Gentlemen.
based in YEPPOON on the CAPRICORN COAST (Look on Q'ld.
map), draw members from an
area bounded by GLADSTONEMACKAY -MORANBAHBLACKALL (the size of Victoria).
Club Contacts
President:
Secretary:
Treasurer:

Bill Gartner
Shane Newell
Helen Dwyer
OR
ALEC ROLLE
Caprlcon Hang GlidIng Club,
19 R'ton Rd.,
Yeppoon.
Phone: (079) 39 3645

All at:

21 Bartlem St.,
Yeppoon. Qld. 4703
Phone: (079) 39 3645
Other Information

Membership: 30 flying + 10 assocIates
better knowns
Mark Newlands, Ken
Hill, Phil Prichard.
History:

Founded
in
1968,
continuous operation
since.
Death
of
members due to flying accidents - Bill
Poole, Jim Searles.

We must apologise for our lack
of communique over the last
couple of months.
The main
reason for this sad misgiving is
that our flying season is off to
an exceptionally early start with
many excellent duration and distance flights logged. Hence lots
of flying and little writing. Rex
Lookout again proves its reliability.
The south easterlies have
been
most
obliging.
Cyclone
Namu's approach bought
very
easterly winds with massive lift,
to 18,000 ft/min, whose sink was
equally
matched
lumps
and
bUmps
but
easily
managed.
Namu's dissipation on the other
hand, could only be described as
glass flying enjoyed by many of
the mob.

wind of a good easterly component and buoyant air. Well done
Ray.
Anticipation announces the openIng of a new site of Mt. Baldy.
Permission from Forestry has recently been obtained. Baldy, located on the Tablelands, offers
ridge thermal, ridge soar and
plenty of X-country flights. Its
rating should be set at P.R.2 due
to the well maintained landing
strip at the bottom. Thanks are
extended to the Atherton Rifle
Club.
By the way, landing on
this 'strip between- the hours of
6.00 a.m. and 11.00 a.m. Sunday
is definitely not safe. Baldy has
a height of 3,500' A.S.L. and
1,200' A.G.L. and caters for wind
direction of N.-N.E. to S.-S.E.
Late afternoon flights by Len
Miller and C. McLeod saw their
arrival at cloudbase two thermals
later, confirming their expectations of the area.
Access is a
little rough with the last 1 km.
needing 4 wheel drive.
Towing in the Far North gathers
momentum with Mt. Carbine, 7
kms. north west of Mareeba beIng the most popular venue. Several weekends in the area have
proved its enormous PQtential.
The country side surrounding is
rocky and rugged- so thermal generation is widespread.
Limited
access roads have yet to prove
a problem.
The airstrip being
used is kept in excellent condition and thanks to the grooming
efforts of Peter Duncan, rope
snags . are
minimal.
Camping
spots along the Mitchell River
which parallels the airstrip less
than 1 km. away, are magnific'T
ent.
Definately no chance of
Salties!! (I think).

The Port Douglas run from Rex
still proves to be very popular,
however, a number of flights to
Mossman are attracting a good
deal of attention also. This is
definitely a good move as the
Port run is not only popular with
hang glider pilots but also with
power pilots and certain authorities who, every so often voice
their concern at our near breach
of airspace.
The illusive south west ridge at
Rex . proves to be no match for
the skilled hand of Ray Parson
who last week accomplished a
safe return flight. This ridge reQuires a steady 15 to 18 knot
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Recent Aero Tows behind Glen
Kraemer and his faithful Trike
at
Wangetti
Beach,
proved
quite an intrigue.
Winning and
enthusing many spectators Glen
was good enough to promote the
situation by taking joy flights
The hidden
around Wangetti.
side of Glen Kraemer was revealed when he was heard saying, "I
wish the girlies could sit in
front".
The Gillies season Is due to commence with the annual expectation paying big dividends. A few
members have taken off into
"over the back flights" but the
greenery of the wet season is
still quite evident. Work on the
site is again in progress.
Road
works, look out safety rails and
general clean-up are first on the
agenda.

Fred's

"The Gillies Competition"
Second Weekend in October,
11 tho and 12th.
For those of you who attended
the last comp, you'll realise the
date is almost one month earlier
this year, whose timing sports
the
best
possible
thermals.
There is no doubt in saying we
enjoy your company immensely
and hope you'll accept our invitation to Far North Queensland.
To
compliment
the
situation
there'll
be
plenty
of
prize
money,
prizes
and
trophies.
Tasks will be set on competition

dates. The social format at this
point is for Bar-B-Q Saturday
night and Presentation Sunday
night with piggzie on spit, both
on site at the Gillies. There'll
be no shortage of comforts,
including hot showers and plenty
of food and booze for all. - The
compo promises to be bigger and
bolder than ever, so please accept
our hospitality, pit your skill
against ours, join the fun and
come to :"The Gillies Competions"
So until we meet May your spirit climb free In the
dream of flight.
Safe soaring,
Kev. Gilligan.

Vision of Flapping Wing FI ight

By Mrs. Dora Stokes
10th. Feb. '85:
Fred flew 2-up with Len Miller.
They took off from Rex Lookout, North Queensland for approximately half an hour at 900'
above the Wangetti Beach area.
At the age of 68 Fred had at
last (with Len's superb guidance)
achieved his lifetime dream of
flying like the birds.
11 tho Feb. '86.
Fred's heart stopped beating at
approximately
4.00
a.m.
The
Cairns Hang Gliding Club were
there to see him laid to rest.
The six tall pall-bearers were:
Nev Akers (President), Rod HadLen
Miller,
ley
(Secretary),
Haydn Redfern (trainer), Glen
Kraemer (1985 Secretary) and
Dennis Rogan.
Many people have spoken to me
about the unique (Dinosaur-like)
hang gliding crocodile on the
back of the pall-bearers shirts,
and the glider-shaped wreath that
was blessed in church with Fred's
Union Jack flag-covered coffin.
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Whilst on the subject of the Gillies the Cairns Club would like to
extend an invitation to all you
southern Guns and Bams to:

"Once I discovered I could use
the weight of my body I discovered that it was possible to incorporate the flapping, retractable
wing. The body of the man supported in the harness acts as the
fuselage of a plane.
The body
is in the harness (this was
written before hang gliders were
even thought of), in very much
the same position as a bird is in,
when it has jumped onto its
wing.
The bird uses the weight
of its body to help move its
wings up and down. It does this
without effort, giving necessary
forward thrust to gain speed.
9th. May, 1986:
This is needed to counteract the
A television report of an Ameri- gravitational force and allow the
can
inventor
having
achieved bird to remain Indeflnately air"Flapping wing flight" on a mech- borne".
anical bird modelled from the
Dinosaur age. In the 1960's Fred Fred was so convinced that this
drafted a reference book for his would be done in the future own use.
On page 60 of the naturally - that I'm sure that if
book he has painted the Pterana- he's up there in the heavens he
don
(Ter-an-uh-don)
with
its would have been hovering over
crest of bone similar to a Casso- that mechanical bird laughing,
wary's crest.
It appears to be for he could see humour in all
the bird on which the mechanical things.
bird was modelled.
Other flying birds of the Dinoage
Rhamphorhynchus
Fred's contention as stated on saur
page 43 of his book, was that it (Ram-fuh-rink-us), which had a
was possible to achieve flapping spear-like tail similar to that on
and retractable wing flight natur- a sting ray. Demorphodon (DyeArchaeopteryx
ally, without mechanical means. more-fuh-don),
(Ar-kee-op-ter-iks).
The words in the book read -
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MARKET PLACE ADVERTISEMENTS
From the National Safety Director

FLYING

WING AND HANG GLIDING
AND HISTORY BOOK

DESIGN

Some of you may be wondering why, when you
send in an advertisement for .your super-hot
Mylar Magic "ideal beginner's glider", the recommended rating you wrote, has been changed to
P.R.4.

By

Recommended pilot ratings in the Market Place
are set in the following ways:

Electric

P.R.1
Training gliders (e.g. Mars, Gyro, Coastal Tourer,
Attair) and some obsolete, exposed X-bar models
(e.g. Mega II, Bandit, Wedge 3, Atlas).

Contact: Allan Lewis
P.O. Box 81,
Paddington. N.S.W. 2021

P.R.2
Purpose-built intermediate gliders. Not many of
these have previously been available In Australia.
Examples includes the Vision, and the new
"Mission" and" Aero".

FOR SALE -

P.R.3
Enclosed X-bar, high performance gliders without
V.B. (e.g. G.T., Missile, Phantom, Probe, Comet,
Swift)

Bandit 180 -

$600.00

Brand New 5'10' cocoon -

$230.00

Brand New Litek VE12

$330.00

Brand New Ball M20 -

$300.00

Brand New Altimeters -

$130.00

P.R.4
Advanced high performance
G.T.R., Sabre, Magic).

gliders,

e.g.

(Fow,

MOYES DEALERS' NEW ADDRESSES
Roy Brierley,
6 Lance Way,
Esperance. W.A. 6450
Tel. (090) 71 3798

Plus K.D.A. FRENCH TRIKE

Mike Coburn,
Rear 177 O'Shannassy st.,
Sunbury. Vic. 3429
Tel. (03) 744 5922

LOST
LOST :

Start.
English
$4,000.00

Solar

Wing.

2nd. Hand Probes - enquire.
Sabre 177 compo glider - $900.00 O.N.O.

Brand New Tow Bridles
(fully tested) -

$30.00

Brand New Hand Fairings (guaranteed as best made)

$30.00

Pressure Gauge on winch
Phone:

Wesley Hill,
28 Forster St.,
Norlane. Vic. 3214
Tel. (052) 78 6978

Renmar

Sailplane maker
Hortdn - $50.00

German

WANTED -

Forrest (02) 450 2186

PROBE II 175

One of the latest
(3/8" battens,
Mylar tips, etc.) from June to August,
'84.
Will pay good price for the
right glider.
Phone: Phil (02) 499 2670 (a.h.)
FOIL 165 (P.R.4)

1 blue and red gortex glove (GATES) lost at Stanwell Park on Tuesday 14/5.

Green and white u.S. and black L.E.
In excellent condition - used for only
four months - have to sell - need money
Only $1,700.00

Please contact Lise Hobson
(042) 94 2052

Phone: Frank (042) 84 2299
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ALTAIR 145 (P.R.l)
Genuine one lady owner!
Grea t P. R. 1
through P.R.3 glider.
Adjustable airframe, floating crossbars, swivel tips
and
mylar
L. E.
inserts.
Colours:
Mylar Pocket
Red:
Top surface
gold; Mainsail - Yellow, Bottom Surface - White; Keel Pocket - Red.
Beautiful condition, one year old.
$1,100.00 o.n.o.
Also ••••••
MAGIC III 155 (P.R.4)
A fine example of the world's leading
glider,
this
lovely
wing
combines
crisp predictable handling with performance second to none.
A well
loved
glider
recently
completed,
overhauled and sail washed.
Airfoil
kingpost,
Speedbar,
Custom
fully
enclosed VG.
Red Mylar Pocket and
Keel
Pocket,
remainder
glistening
white.
$1,500.00 o.n.o.
As well as ••••••
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)
Well kept glider. Sail recently tightened and frame overhauled by Headwind
Flight Systems.
Fitted with intermediate top surface battens.
Colours
Mylar Pocket - Dark Blue; Top Surface
- Gold; Mainsail - White; Bottom Surface - Emerald Green.
An intermediate/advanced glider in good condition.
$1,200.00
Together with another ••••
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)
Superb handling and flying characteristics, combined with good performance
make the Probe one of the classic des igns and one which will remain popular
for years.
This particular glider has
a White Surf cote Mylar Pocket, an Aqua
Blue Bottom Surface and the remainder
white.
Fitted with speedbar and recently washed and overhauled.
Owner
moving into a new Foil •••• must sell.
$950.00 o.n.o.
Not to mention ••••••
MISSILE 200 (Mothership) (P.R.3)
This well maintained ship is ideal for
the heavier pilot, is a great tandem
glider and would be an ideal wing for
a Trike.
The sink rate is superb and
the handling remarkably light and coordinated for a big glider.
Red Mylar
Pocket and Bottom Surface;
Remainder
white.
Only $700.00 o.n.o.
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And lastly ••••••••
ATLAS 160 (P.R.1)
Designed and built by La Mouette in
France, this is the most popular Beginner/Intermediate
glider
in
Europe.
Beautifully engineered and Gutesiegel
Certified, yet only weighs 55 Ibs. and
is in great condition.
Recently completely overhauled. Blue and white.
We'll
pack
and
ship
anywhere
if
required.
Call

Ian Hird or Liz Ross anytime on
(066) 84 7328

MARS 1 70 (P. R . 1 )
Black - rainbow in middle.
Looks and
flies like new - apron harness.
$1,400.00
Phone: Barry (065) 83 7151

FOR SALE - "YAESU" 2m FM HAND HELD
TRANSCEIVER WITH V.O.X.
As used by Australian and British
World Team Members. Mint Condition.
$250.00 O.N.O.
Contact:

Bruce Daniel at E.W.
(042) 94 2052

COCOON HARNESS
Red
in excellent condition.
pilot 5'7" to 5'9'.
$100.00 O.N.O.

Suite

Also •...
MARS 170 (P. R. 1 )
less than one hour
Green and gold
flying time since new - in very good
condition.
$1,200.00 O.N.O.
Phone: Tom SheumacK (043) 84 3734
Forresters Beach
G.T. 170 (P.R.3)
Factory V.G. Radial Cut Sail. White
mainsail,
orange L.E.,
yellow u.S.
with orange dart.
Clean, sweet handling kit,
consistently out-performed
other high performance kites.
Good
for the upgrading pilot.
$1,300.00 O.N.O.
Phone: David (043) 84 6251

SA~RE

155 (P.R.+)

GTR 1 62 ( P . R • +-)

Pink & \l.e, speed \ar, va, su i ta\le
for male or female pilet ~ - 11 stene
(50 - 70 kC) $1400
PLUS
Ped aaraess \rand new - .eTer used
with .arry \ag $300,
C•• eon har•••• to suit height 173cm
(5ft ~in¢hes ) with . aest meunt.. "
.hute & \allas t .ontai.er & ether
.'.rage area. $140
PiONE ROD Pirie on 4517339(a•• e)
----2607990(Work)
R••• rTe .hute regularly repacked 1250
PLUS
Radio 40 chaRnel rea1isti. with VOX
unit ( w.rks well ), aelmet mounted
Doom mike, \attery & .aarcer, glider
mounted arial 1250
PLUS
I~stru.eRts

- AFRO owens Talley

~OOOa

$720
~

Good condition.
Bought new i n August
'85. Red and white all dac r on $1,450.00
Al so . •• .
RED BACKPACK HARNESS
Suit

5'7 " pil o t . To p condi t ion.
$ 13 0.00

Phone : Ke n Hill ( 0 48 ) 78 9274

MOYES MEGA II (P.R.1)
Brown leading edge (Mylar) , white, red
orange and yellow sail.
Swivel X bar.
Apron Harness .
Spa re upright and helmet.
$5 8 0 . 00 O. N. O.
Phone: Steve ( 0 3) 500 066 4

Ro\ Pirie oa : 4517339 (home )
2607990 ( wor k)
SWI FT 17 0 ( P. R . 3)

COCOON HARNESS, WITH OUTER PACK
For Parachute,

Suit "5'8" - 5'10" pilo t
$130 .00

Ph o n e : Vince

( 0 2) 522 600 5

Red , go l d , b rown sai l.
Very good con di tion .
The s a i l i s not r agged out.
Barga in of t he y ear a t $ 350.00
Phone: Brendon (03) 51 2311

SWIFT 1 70 ( P.R.3)

MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)

Magic Box - $500. 0 0

Green with white tips, excellent flyer
- for sale or exchange with EF6 or 5
+ cash adjustment if applicable.

Phone: Garr y Morgan (02) 5 43 6607

Phone: Paul (059) 96 4116
MOYES MARS 170
Blue Leading
Good nick.

Edge,

Orange

and

white

$1,000.00

Blue leading edge and under surface,
white sail.
Low hours, good condition
excellent flyer.
$1,250.00

Phone: Bob Moulston 93 2778
Also . • .
Good Ex . Compo G.T.S. 170
Extra beefed up inner sleeves -

Phone: Randal Flynn (03) 347 7905
anytime.
Leave name/no. if I'm out.

$900.00 O.N.O.

GTR 162 (P.R.4-)

MARS 1 70 ( P . R. 1 )
Excellent condition.
Red and
+ Stirrip harness and helmets $1,100.00
Phone: Chris (02) 498 5624

MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3)

White

Red, yellow and white sail.
Good condition. Pilot moving down to a 148.
$1,700.00
Phone: Geoff (03) 660 2761 (bus.)
(03) 347 1783 (home)
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MARS 170 (P.R.1)

SKYTREK PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)

Red LIE, orange, white T.E.
dition.
$1,150.00

Good con-

Phone: Geoff (03) 660 2761 (bus.)
(03) 347 1783 (home)

Yellow Mylar L.E.
Yellow Surcote T.E.
Black under surface.
White upper surface.
Flys well. Must sell at $1,000.00 O.N.O.
Also •••.•

wa
HEAT SEEKING MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)
Why risk financial ruin, when for
$700.00 (o.n.o.) you can own this wellcared-for,
one-owner double
surface
wing, and still afford petrol for your
retrieve vehicle.
Excellent turning sink rate to home-in
on those elusive thermals.

HARNESS
Excellent
condition
around 5' 1 0" .

165 FOIL (P.R.4)
Mylar leading edge, yellow and rainbow
undersurface, White dacron mainsail.
Airfoil tubes and stainless steel lufflines. V.B. chord on new pulleys and
routed through downtube, complete with
speedbar. Manufactured in October and
fitted with a new competition sail in
January.
$2,000.00
.Phone: Phil Flentje {08) 272 5437

act
G.T. 170 (P.R.3)
P.A. Harness and Parachute
$1,100 the lot.
Phone: Gavin (062) 49 2084 (work)
(062) 41 2975 (home)

qld

suit

Also ••••
PARACHUTE
Never been used - good condition.
$300.00
Phone:

Steve between 7 .00 a.m.

Phone: Wayne (075) 58 4267
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-

4.00
p.m.

(07) 280 2715
MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)
Red with yellow nose and keel pocket.
Good condition and comes with free
"French Connection". Ideal for conversion to trike.
A great thermal ship
and a give-away at this price.
$500.00
Phone: Brett Worth (07) 371 1911 (bus.)
(07) 273 4247 (home)
PROBE II 175 (P.R.3)
Light blue underneath
flies excellent $900.00

and

white

Also.
MOYES BACKPACK HARNESS
Suit Pilot 5'10" $175.00 O.N.O.
PHone: Andy (079) 79 2161
PROBE II (P.R.3)
White on top, light blue underneath.
Surfcote leading edge. Flies excellent
$900.00

MOYES G.T. 170 (P.R.3)
Blue leading edge and undersurface,
white mainsail, red keel pocket. Good
flyer - in good nick.
Must sell - $800.00 O.N.O.

pilot

$150.00

Phone: John (09) 242 1216

sa

to

Also .....
BACKPACK HARNESS
Black and silver $150.00
Phone:

Andy (079) 79 2161

